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Abstract
As time goes by, Renewable Energy keeps proving to be an important and potential replacement
for fossil fuels. All the different types of Renewable Energy offer a relief to the environmental
aftermaths of the prolonged reliance on fossil fuel energy. Bioenergy is one of the types of Renewable
Energy that can help by minimizing the emissions of fossil fuels. The Energy Independence and Security
Act mandates the use of 21 billion gallons of advanced biofuels including 16 billion gallons of cellulosic
biofuels by the year 2022. Biomass and Biofuels can clearly become a significant aid to sustainably
supply energy in the future. Nevertheless, the sustainable supply of energy has proven to be quite
challenging. The logistic challenge of supplying biomass to biorefineries while being efficient and
keeping costs low is one that demands to be tackled. The motivation for this thesis is to provide an
approach to the biofuel supply chain challenges along with a cost-effective solution. In order to meet the
mandate set by the government, corn ethanol production has significantly increased in the last few years.
Conversely, the production of advanced biofuels, such as the ones obtained from biomass, are not
meeting the target amount of biofuel production set in the mandate. This can be attributed to the
significant economic and logistical challenges for regional planners and biofuel entrepreneurs in terms
of feedstock supply assurance, supply chain development, biorefinery establishment, and setting up
transport, storage and distribution infrastructure. With the high logistics operation cost, is it crucial that
an optimal logistics system is designed in order to allow for the smooth transition from fossil fuels to
biofuels. The thesis presents two different approaches to the optimization of a biomass-to-biofuel
logistics system through the use of evolutionary algorithms that mimic nature, Genetic Algorithm and
Particle Swarm Optimization. The performance of these two metaheuristic methodologies is compared
in this work. In the past, these types of problems have been solved using mathematical methods such as
Linear Programming and Mixed Integer Programming. Metaheuristic methods can provide near-optimal
results significantly faster than mathematical optimization methods for complex problems such as this
one. For that reason, this thesis presents two metaheuristic approaches for the optimization of a biomassto-biofuel logistics system design considering multiple types of feedstock and demonstrates that
metaheuristic optimization methods are suitable to solve combinatorial problems such as the one tackled
in this research work.
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Chapterr 1: Introd
duction
As former
f
Uniteed States Vice Presiden
nt Al Gore oonce said “T
The wind aand the sun are free.”
Renewable alternatives to produce energy need
d to be exploored more inn depth in order to counnteract the
problems prresented by the prolonged use of fo
ossil fuels too generate ennergy.

Figgure 1 showss the total

energy flow
w production
n during 2011; in that yeear about 822 percent of all activitiess in the United States
were powerred by fossil fuels such as
a coal, natu
ural gas and petroleum. These figures reflect the massive
use and dependence on fossil fuels in
i the US.

T
Energy
y Flow durin
ng 2011 (U.S
S. Departmeent of Energyy, 2012)
Figure 1: Total
w
fo
ossil fuel co
ombustion ppractice has contributedd to global warming
The massive worldwide
g
gasses
g
(Lash
hof & Ahujaa, 1990). Thhese gases poossess the caapacity of
through the release of greenhouse
oduced naturrally by our planet, as w
well as the heeat producedd by human activities,
trapping all the heat pro
E
atmosphere. Th
his effect haas caused gllobal tempeeratures to ggo up constaantly, has
within the Earth’s
disrupted th
he environment and brou
ught ecologiical and globbal changess. The United States’ deependency
on fossil fueels not only presents en
nvironmentall problems bbut also national securityy concerns. About 71
percent of all
a the oil is utilized for transportatio
on purposess and oil alone provides for 93 perccent of the
transportatio
on needs (U
U.S. Departm
ment of Energ
gy, 2012). W
With a largee amount off this oil com
ming from
1

countries in
n unstable regions around the world,, the US is vvulnerable too these counntries trying to use oil
as a weapon
n against us while
w
having
g a shaky, weak
w
econom
my that can be easily influuenced by coonflicts in
those nation
ns.
To avoid
a
any potential
p
pro
oblems brought by the incessant usse of fossil fuels, the rrenewable
energy secto
or has to be promoted
p
an
nd further deeveloped. Reenewable eneergy is mainnly provided by nature
or natural occcurrences such
s
as the sun,
s
wind, waves,
w
or heaat produced bby the earth.. All of thesse sources
of energy are
a sustainab
ble since th
hey have naaturally recuurring proceesses or cyccles that ensure their
availability. As of 2011
1, most of th
he energy prroduced by rrenewable sources in thhe US is hyddroelectric
ugh the use of
o dams and reservoirs. Wind,
W
the se cond largestt contributorr of renewable energy,
power throu
generates ab
bout 2 quadrrillion BTUss which are roughly twoo thirds of w
what is produuced by hyddroelectric
power (see Figure
F
2). Th
hese, along with
w solar en
nergy, are thhe most com
mmonly know
wn types of rrenewable
energy. Mosst of the eneergy provideed by these sources
s
is ussed to produuce electricitty, but little effort has
gone into finding and developing
d
ways
w
of supp
plementing oour transporttation needss in order to avoid the
use of oil.

Figu
ure 2: Renew
wable Energy
y Consumptiion by Sourcce (U.S. Deppartment of E
Energy, 2012)
Bioffuels can be a great alterrnative to fu
uel the millioons of vehiclles in the Unnited States and other
parts of the world. In 2007,
2
the Un
nited States Congress p assed the Ennergy Independence andd Security
Act which establishes
e
th
hat by 2022 there must be an annuaal productionn of 36 billioon gallons oof biofuels
(U.S. Housee, 2007). Th
he Act also establishes that 21 billiion gallons of this amoount must coome from
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advanced biofuels which are those that are derived from agricultural products other than corn. A big
emphasis has been placed on utilizing agricultural products that would otherwise go to waste, otherwise
called lignocellulosic biomass (Larson, 2008). The use of this type of biomass will reduce the strain
placed on edible products, which has been a major area of criticism against the use of biomass to
produce biofuels.
Lignocellulosic biomass includes crop residues as well as some grasses and trees, which can be
grown purposefully to produce biomass and biofuel. This presents an advantage over other types of
biomass since it yields a higher production per land area. Switchgrass, a perennial grass that can be
grown as a dedicated biomass energy crop, has the ability to grow in marginal lands and needs very little
fertilizer (Larson, E., 2008). Figure 3 presents some other advantages of using switchgrass to produce
biofuel. Nevertheless, lignocellulosic biomass also presents disadvantages as energy crops. One of these
disadvantages is the seasonal growth of some of these crops which entails the need to use multiple crops
throughout the year in order to have a constant supply of biomass feedstock. Switchgrass, like other
grasses grown for energy, is bulky compared to its energetic yield and content which makes it expensive
and complicated to harvest, store and transport. Some of this energy is also lost as the material dries up,
which presents a concern as far as storage and transportation after harvesting (Larson et al., 2010). As
mentioned by Thorsell et al. (2004), the success of large biorefineries relying on biomass will depend
upon resolving the logistic problems currently presented by these systems as well as the assurance of a
constant biomass feedstock flow.

Figure 3: Advantages of Switchgrass (The Church Institute, 2013)
3

Logistic problems in which biomass is used as the feedstock for biofuel production have been
solved in the past using Linear Programming (LP), Integer Programming (IP), as well as Mixed Integer
Linear Programming (MILP). This thesis introduces a new approach to the solution of this kind of
problems through the use of two different metaheuristic optimization methods, Genetic Algorithm (GA)
and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). These two optimization methods are applied to a multicommodity network problem which is composed by several biomass production fields, storage
warehouses and biorefineries. The three commodities that flow throughout the network are switchgrass,
corn stalk and wheat straw.
The remaining of this thesis is grouped as follows: Chapter 2 presents a literature review on the
work presented by several authors relating to biomass-to-biorefinery problems.
Chapter 3 will provide the problem description and model the framework and formulations used
in the biomass-to-biofuel problem as well as the constraints and limitations attached to the system being
analyzed.
Chapter 4 describes the Genetic Algorithm (GA) as well as the Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO) methods used to approach the problem described in Chapter 3.
Chapter 5 will provide a numerical example, computational results and sensitivity analysis
provided by the Genetic and Particle Swarm Optimization algorithms.
Finally, chapter 6 presents conclusions and future research.

4

Chapter 2: Mathematical Approaches and Metaheuristic Methods
As mentioned previously, using metaheuristic optimization methods to solve biomass-tobiorefinery problems has not been done in the past. Only mathematical techniques have been used to
approach this kind of problems. This chapter will introduce some of these works as well as some of the
metaheuristic methods that were reviewed and considered for this thesis.
2.1

Mathematical Techniques
Solutions to biomass logistics problems have only been approached with mathematical methods

such as Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP), Linear Programming (LP), Mixed Integer
Programming (MIP), Integer Programming (IP), and Non-Linear Dynamic Programming (NLDP).
2.1.1 Mixed Integer Linear Programming
This thesis was based on a MILP presented by Zhu & Yao (2011) in which a biomass-tobioenergy logistics system problem is solved. The system contains two different types of biomass that
are intended as biorefinery feedstocks as well as a number of storage locations, production fields and
biorefineries. The objective is to maximize the profit generated by this biofuel producing system. The
MILP model utilized by the authors contains several constraints as well as cost functions. Special
attention was given to the residue generated by the biorefineries in the system and its recirculation.
Marvin et al. (2012) also developed a MILP model in which five different types of biomass feedstock
were distributed across a nine state region in the Midwestern US. The optimal location for biorefineries
was determined along with a biomass harvesting schedule and a distribution network. The objective
function of this model was to maximize the Net Present Value (NPV) of the entire supply chain. A
sensitivity analysis was performed due to the uncertainty of the supply chain being proposed. This
analysis found that there is a chance this industry will not develop and potential biorefineries will fail
after being built.
A different MILP model was used by Kim et al. (2011) to approach a biomass supply chain
problem in which uncertainty played a role. The supply chain network studied was located in the
Southeastern region of the United States and included a network of biomass supply locations and sites,
5

different types of biofuel conversion systems as well as transportation logistics. Profit was once again
used as the objective function. The model parameters that contribute the most to changes in the potential
profit created by the system were identified and utilized to create different uncertainty scenarios. These
scenarios were evaluated with a Monte Carlo simulation that yielded five dominant parameters for this
specific biomass supply chain system. A study conducted by Kim et al. (2011) considered various types
of biorefineries, their optimal location and size as well as the amount of biomass and final product that
were to be transported between locations over the Southeastern region of the US. The authors also
introduce a MILP model in which five different types of biomass materials were taken into
consideration along with a set of conversion plants with different intermediate products. The markets
where the final products are to be sold are also evaluated. Some authors have used mathematical
optimization approaches coupled with Geographic Information Systems (GIS) in order to feed the model
with more current data and information. Xie et al. (2009) employed a GIS-based decision tool in order to
find the best locations for potential biorefineries in South Carolina. The objective was to minimize
transportation, construction, and operation costs while using both the GIS and a MILP model. The GIS
tool helped by providing data that would be otherwise difficult to quantify such as the roads around the
potential biorefinery locations as well as the type of vegetation covering the areas. The use of this tool
minimized the MILP computational time since the data aided in eliminating non-suitable biorefinery
building locations.
2.1.2

Mixed Integer Programming
Although MILP is one of the main mathematical methods used to solve biomass logistics

problems, there have been other methods used. One of these methods is Mixed Integer Programming.
Troncoso & Garrido (2005) employed a MIP model to solve three common problems in the forestry
biomass sector; production of biomass, location of production facilities and freight distribution. The
authors’ goal was to minimize the present value of the total costs of supply and transport, operating
costs, and expansion costs. The network of potential biomass facilities was located in a region of Chile.
The use of a MIP methodology allowed for consideration of different scenarios for demand, raw
material costs as well as the product yield for the process. Ekşioğlu et al. (2010) also made use of a MIP
6

mathematical model to determine the impact of intermodal facilities in a biofuel supply chain system.
Intermodal facilities are basically used for biomass and biofuel transshipment purposes. These facilities
could serve as intermediates between the biomass production sites and the biorefineries.

The MIP

model is used to compare existing biofuel supply chain networks that take advantage of this kind of
facilities against those that do not. The objective was to minimize transportation, inventory, investment,
harvesting, and processing costs throughout the supply chain network while determining the optimal
transportation mode, shipment size, inventory size, and production schedule. A MIP model was also
utilized by De Mol et al. (1997) in order to minimize the cost generated by the flow of biomass through
different stages of the logistics network which includes collection sites, transshipment sites, pretreatment sites as well as the energy plant and the source of the biomass. The authors compared a MIP
mathematical model with a Biologics simulation model which, contrary to the mathematical
optimization model, assumes an optimal network structure. The mathematical optimization model
presented advantages over the simulation model when it came to the use of multiple types of biomass.
The study was applied to an area in the Netherlands where infrastructure for biomass-to-biofuel
processes already exists.
2.1.3

Integer Programming
Integer Programming has also been a very useful tool while solving biomass-to-biofuel supply

chain problems. Goycoolea et al. (2005) focused in the harvesting area of the biomass supply chain
problem. When it comes to harvesting any kind of biomass, issues arise. Most of the problems presented
by the harvest part of the supply chain, deal with the spacing of the harvesting sites which has been
called the adjacency problem. If a unit of land is harvested, the units around it cannot be harvested
during a specific period of time. The IP model presented by the authors maximizes the net benefit over
time of a certain cluster of harvesting sites. Constantino et al. (2008) also presented an IP approach to
the spatial arrangement of biomass harvesting sites while maximizing the timber harvested net present
value. The focus of this study was to determine how to optimally harvest two different forests, one in
Portugal and one in the United States. The two IP models posed by the authors, one of which is a tighter

7

formulation for the approach, were successful in identifying an optimal solution to the problem within a
short amount of time.
2.1.4

Non-Linear Dynamic Programming
All the mathematical models mentioned above present are quite limited when it comes to the

ability to account for real life uncertainties due to their simplified assumptions. Alam et al. (2012)
propose a Non-Linear Dynamic Programing (NDLP) approach to determining the type and quantity of
woody biomass to be produced over a one year time period. The authors utilized the NDLP model along
with a GIS-based approach in order to minimize all procurement costs for a given monthly woody
biomass demand. The procurement costs consist of transportation costs, processing costs, and harvesting
costs. The study was applied to five different forest areas in Canada. Sensitivity analysis was also
conducted by changing a few of the parameters used in the model, such as the conversion efficiency,
harvesting factor, and the moisture content in green biomass. The conversion efficiency was the factor
that proved to have the highest impact on the procurement costs.
2.2

Metaheuristic Methods
Most of the authors that have worked on the problem of biomass supply chain logistics have

done it through the use of mathematical optimization techniques. A metaheuristic can be defined as a
repetitive, generational process that guides a heuristic in order to efficiently find near-optimal solutions
while exploring and exploiting the search space (Osman & Laporte, 1996). For this thesis, several
metaheuristic methods were explored as possible approaches to the problem. The methods that were
explored but were not ultimately used are: Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) and Bee Colony
Optimization (BCO), among others. A description of these methods will be provided along with pros
and cons of their application.
2.2.1

Ant Colony Optimization
Ant Colony Optimization is a metaheuristic algorithm developed by Marco Dorigo in the early

1990’s. ACO was inspired by the social behavior of ants and their way of looking for food. ACO is
considered both an evolutionary algorithm and a swarm intelligence algorithm. It is classified as

8

evolutionary
y because th
he solutionss provided by
b the algorrithm get beetter, or evoolve, with time. This
characteristiic results in
n only stron
ng near-opttimal solutioons. It can also be cllassified as a swarm
intelligence algorithm due
d to the facct that it mim
mics the sociial behavior of ants and their considderation of
t whole ccolony’s expperience wheen making decisions.
not only their own passt experience but also the
While lookiing for food
d, the ants always
a
try to
o look for tthe shortest path from ttheir nest too the food
source. In order for otheer ants to be able to find
d the pre-estaablished pathhs, the foragging ants leaave behind
a substance called phero
omone. The pheromone can be perceeived by othher ants whicch will follow
w the trail
and over tim
me, the sho
ortest path will
w contain the highestt concentratiion of pheroomone. As shown in
Figure 4, an
nts will deparrt from the nest
n and takee different rooutes to the food source. As time gooes by, the
shortest path
h has the hig
gher pheromone intensity
y. Thereforee, the majoritty of the ants will follow
w this path
and very few will ventu
ure out and try differen
nt routes. Thhe use of thee pheromonne is an indirect, nonsymbolic method of com
mmunication
n between th
he ants calledd stigmergy (Dorigo, 20006).

Figure 4: Foraging Behavior of A
Ants (Bachirr, 2012)
The principles of
o ACO weere applied to
t a very w
well know pproblem, thee Traveling Salesman
Problem (TS
SP). The preemise of the TSP is that a salesman hhas to visit a number of cities and hee is trying
to find the route that willl minimize the cost of th
he trip or thee total distannce traveled,, keeping in mind that
he has to return to the city
c where he
h started, hiis hometownn, and he cann only visit each city onnce. Since
ACO is a metaheuristic
m
method thaat can very easily
e
be appplied to comb
mbinatorial opptimization pproblems,
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the TSP was a natural fit. In order for the salesman to make a decision as to which city he should visit
next, the following probability formula was developed:
  ij    ij 
if
j  J ik



    il 

p ijk   lJ ik il


0
if
j  J ik


(1)

Where J ik is the set of neighbors of city i of the k th ant,  ij is the amount of pheromone
deposited between cities i and j . The visibility value  ij is given by:

 ij 

1
d ij

(2)

Where d ij is the distance between cities i and j . This value can be modified according to the
problem and its objective function.
Each iteration, the amount of pheromone contained in the path between two cities has to be
updated with the information and quantity of pheromone generated by the ants present in that iteration.
Therefore, the amount of pheromone  ij between cities i and j is:

 ij  1      ij  k 1  ijk
m

(3)

Where  is the pheromone evaporation rate, m is the number of ants, and  ijk is the amount of
pheromone deposited between cities i and j by ant k :

Q
 Lk if ant k used the path between cities i and j

 ijk  
 0
otherwise
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(4)

Where Q is a large constant value and Lk is the total length of the tour traveled by ant k .
ACO, just like many other metaheuristic algorithms, has parameters that influence the behavior
of the algorithm and ultimately, the result. According to Zhi-He (2008), the main parameters presented
by ACO are  , the certainty factor, which controls the influence of the existing pheromone trail and the
colony’s past experience, and  , the inspiration factor, which controls the visibility, or the results
obtained by that specific ant during that iteration. This behavior will lead to a faster convergence which
could also mean entrapment in a local optimal solution. Therefore, it is important for ACO to have a
balance when it comes to inspiration and certainty.
Even though ACO presents a simple and fast way of solving complex combinatorial optimization
problems, its use has both advantages and disadvantages to it. Some of the advantages are the rapid
positive feedback it provides, which allows for a quick discovery of good solutions, its ability to adapt
quickly to changes presented in the problem, which permits the algorithm to be used for dynamic
applications and problems, and finally, it can be easily applied to problems similar to the TSP with very
minor changes. Some of the disadvantages are that the decisions made iteration-to-iteration are not
independent of each other, which minimizes the randomness that can be introduced to the search, the
theoretical analysis of the algorithm is also complicated and could be time-consuming, and finally,
although the algorithm easily adapts to new constraints added to the problem on-the-go, it doesn’t easily
lend itself for use in problems with multiple objectives (Selvi & Umarani, 2010).

2.2.2

Bee Colony Optimization
Bee Colony Optimization algorithm is a metaheuristic optimization method developed in 2001

by Lucic and Teodorovic. Bees are social insects and the every bee does their part to ensure the survival
of the rest of the colony. In order to do this, they perform various tasks together ranging from foraging
to taking care of the young bees. Foraging is one of the most important activities performed by the hives
since its purpose is to ensure the colony has high quality food. A few bees are selected to execute this
task and they are called scouts. Scout bees leave the hive in search for food to bring back to the rest of
the bees. Once scouts have found a food source, they return to the hive and communicate with the other
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bees via a waggle dance. The waggle dance transmits information about direction and distance of the
food source to the observing bees, as shown in Figure 5. This dance lasts a few milliseconds and follows
a figure-eight pattern. After a group of bees observes the waggle dance performed by the scout bees,
they, as a colony, decide whether or not to pursue the already found food sources or to look for different
food sources.

Figure 5: Waggle Dance

If the bees that observe the waggle dance decide to follow the scout bees, they will head to the
food source found by the scout bee. Keeping that as their starting point, they will expand the search from
there. The observing bees that decided not to follow the original scout bees, will become scout bees
themselves and go on a search of their own. This behavior has been transformed as an algorithm and
used to solve different problems such as telecommunication network routing, internet hosting center,
stochastic vehicle routing, and job shop scheduling (Wong et al., 2009). Lucic and Teodorovic adapted
this behavior shown by bees to the Traveling Salesman Problem. Just like in ACO, and many other
population-based metaheuristic methods, the bee will utilize a probability formula in order to decide
what city it should visit next. The state transition probability formula Pij measures the likelihood to
move from city i to city j :
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where  ij is the arc fitness from city i to city j , d ij is the distance between city i and city j and

Ai is the set of allowed next cities. The parameters  and  control the influence of the arc fitness and
the heuristic distance, respectively. The arc fitness value  ij is given by:
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where Fi is the set containing the favored next city and  represents the probability of following
a city in the preferred path. The two formulas will build the path that each bee will follow. As previously
mentioned, once the bee has completed a path or “found a food source” it will return to the hive and
perform a waggle dance. Not all scout bees are allowed to dance; the only bees that will carry out the
waggle dance are those that construct a path that is shorter to their previously found path. The bees will
dance for only a certain duration, which is given by:
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where K is a waggle dance scaling parameter, Pf i denotes the profitability score of bee i ,
Pf colony represents the colony’s average profitability, Li is the tour length, and n is the number of bees

in the colony. Both the profitability score for each individual bee and the average profitability can
represent any type of objective function the problem has. In the TSP, it usually is either minimize cost or
minimize distance traveled.
The bees that observe the waggle dance also have a probability to either follow that bee or search
for a new food source. This probability is dependent on both the individual profitability score and the
colony’s average profitability, as shown in Table 1 (Wong et al., 2008).

Table 1: Lookup table for adjustment of Pfollow
Profitability Scores

Pfollow

Pf i  0.5 Pf colony

0.60

0.5 Pf colony  Pf i  0.65 Pf colony

0.20

0.65 Pf colony  Pf i  0.85 Pf colony

0.02

0.85 Pf colony  Pf i

0.00

Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) and Bee Colony Optimization (BCO) are some of the metaheuristic methods that were reviewed and considered in this chapter to approach the biomass-to-biofuel
problem described and presented in this thesis. The Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) methods were selected to approach this problem. The biomass-to-biofuel problem
will be described in chapter 3 along with the model that delineates what this thesis is trying to optimize.
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Chapter 3: Biomass-to-Biofuel Logistics System
3.1

Problem Description
Thanks to the 2007 Energy Independence and Security Act, there has been an increased

production of biofuels. Nevertheless, this sudden interest in biofuels presents a few problems, as
mentioned before. The logistics of a biomass-to-biofuel system is one of the problems that have been
addressed using the mathematical methods previously pointed out. The research conducted for purposes
of this thesis was based on the work presented by Zhu & Yao (2011). These authors present a biomassto-bioenergy problem with 3 different types of feedstock: switchgrass, corn stalk, and wheat straw. The
objective is to determine the locations of the possible warehouses, size of the harvesting team, the
types/amounts of biomass harvested/purchased, stored, and processed per month, and finally, the
transportation of the biomass within the network of facilities. A MILP was used in order to solve the
problem and maximize the profit of the system.
3.2

Model Delineation
The model for the problem presented in this thesis involves three different types of biomass as

well as two biorefining facilities. The number of facilities presented in the current model can be
modified to encompass a larger area with a greater number of production, distribution, and processing
facilities. A one-year time frame is allotted for the model as a whole, but some of the variables present
will vary on a monthly basis. Two types of transportation means were selected, truck and train. All of
the facilities, which include production fields, intermediate warehouses and biorefineries, are accessible
by either of these two transportation modes, but not necessarily by both. Out of the three biomass
feedstocks presented, only one is considered to be produced within the system, switchgrass. Corn stalk
and wheat straw are produced outside the system but can be bought at any time of the year. Switchgrass
is only harvested during the months of January, February, July, August, September, October, November,
and December. During March, April, May, and June corn stalk and wheat straw will be bought to
compensate the lack of switchgrass harvesting in order to meet a necessary biofuel production level.
Only in the above mentioned months can stalk and straw be bought and introduced into the process. The
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harvest of switchgrass will be conducted by harvest units composed of 10 laborers, nine tractors, three
mowers, three rakes, three balers, and a field transporter.
The intermediate warehouses are not the only storage facilities being considered in the problem.
Each switchgrass production field has an in-field warehouse and each biorefinery has a warehouse
facility as well. The optimal utilization of all of the different kinds of warehouses is being considered.
Since both stalk and straw production is outside the system, they cannot be stored in either the in-field
warehouses or the intermediate warehouses. The only warehouses capable of storing these two biomass
types are the ones located in each biorefinery. In order to preserve the sustainable structure intended for
these kinds of biomass-to-bioenergy systems, the remainders of the biomass-to-biofuel process are
transported back to the switchgrass production fields. It is important to mention that the biorefining
process is not known, and only the inputs and outputs to the process have been identified. This residue
can be used as fertilizer for the switchgrass production fields in order to conserve the qualities and
minerals that are contained in the soil. The transportation and storage of this residue is also taken into
account in the model. Due to high shutdown and startup costs, it is not economically feasible to have a
biorefinery open or close on certain months. Therefore, if a biorefinery is to be open, it has to operate
the entire year.

Figure 5: Biomass Flow Diagram
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One of the most important parts of the problem and of the model itself is to optimize the use of
the available transportation modes. As shown in Figure 5, the biomass originates in the production fields
and can then be transported either directly to biorefinery or to the intermediate warehouse. If the
intermediate warehouse is open and operating, the residue will make a stop there before heading over
via truck or train to the biorefinery. Once the biomass is processed and the biofuel is produced, the
residue generated by this process is then transported back to any of the switchgrass fields. An important
consideration is that the residue cannot be stored in the intermediate warehouses since its purpose is to
go directly to the production fields and help replenish the nutrients that the soil lost with the harvesting
process.
3.3

Model Framework
The objective function for this logistics system is to maximize the total annual profit as
7

max R   C n

(10)

n 1

where R is the revenue produced by the biofuel generating system
12

2

3

R    m bmkl

(11)

m 1 k 1 l 1

where bmkl is the gallons of biofuel output produced from biomass type l at biorefinery k in
month m .
The total annual cost, represented by

7

C
n 1



n

, is composed by:

Processing Cost
12

2

3

C1   c mkl p mkl

(12)

m 1 k 1 l 1
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where p mkl is the amount of biomass l processed at biorefinery k in month m ;


Feedstock Purchasing Cost
12
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2
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C 2   m1  him1  m 2   t skm1   t skm 2   m 3   t tkm1   t tkm 2  (13)
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i 1
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t 1 k 1
 t 1 k 1

 s 1 k 1


where him1 is the amount of switchgrass harvested from field i in month m , t skm1 and t skm2 are
the amounts of corn stalk transported by truck and train, respectively, to biorefinery k in from field s
during month m , and finally, t tkm1 and t tkm 2 are the amounts of wheat straw transported by truck and
train, respectively, to biorefinery k in from field t during month m ;


Inventory Cost of Biomass and Residue
12

C3  

m 1

 3

  a ljm s ljm  a 0 jm s 0 jm 

jJ  l 1


(14)

where s ljm is the amount of biomass type l stored at warehouse j during month m and sojm is
the amount of residue stored at warehouse j during month m ;


Transportation Cost by Trucks
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where tijm11 , t jkm11 , tikm11 , tskm21 , ttkm31 , and tkim01 are the amounts of biomass (1-switchgrass, 2stalk, 3-stalk, 0-residue) transported from field i , s , or t to biorefinery k or to warehouse j in month

m by truck;


Transportation Cost by Trains
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where t ijm12 , t jkm12 , tikm12 , t skm22 , t tkm32 , and t kim02 are the amounts of biomass (1-switchgrass, 2stalk, 3-stalk, 0-residue) transported from field i , s , or t to biorefinery k or to warehouse j in month

m by train;


Operation Cost of Warehouses and Biorefineries
12

2

C6     j y jm   vk z k
m 1 j  J

(17)

k 1

where y jm is a binary variable equal to 1 if warehouse j is open in month m and 0 otherwise,
and z k is a binary variable equal to 1 if biorefinery k is open and 0 otherwise;


Operation Cost of Harvest Units

C7  u

(18)

where u is the number of employed harvest units.
The model also presents constraints that need to be taken into account while calculating the
optimal value for the objective function. The production capacity constraint provides an upper limit on
the feedstock amount of all types of biomass that can be processed at each biorefinery in each month.
3

p
l 1

mkl

 BCAPkm z k

(19)

Constraint (20) imposes a safety inventory level on the minimum amount of processed biomass
feedstock in each biorefinery in order to avoid unexpected interruptions of biomass supply and biofuel
production.
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 BCAPkm z k

(20)

The storage capacity constraint (21) on warehouses sets the limit on the amount of biomass
feedstock and residue that can be stored at the different types of warehouse locations. Nonetheless, this
limit is only for intermediate and in-biorefinery warehouses, since in-field warehouses are assumed to
have an infinite capacity.  is a factor to define minimum processed biomass feedstock, 0    1 .
3

s
l 1

ljm

 SCAPj y jm

(21)

Constraint (22) imposes a safety inventory level on the minimum amount of stored biomass
feedstock in each biorefinery to avoid, as mentioned above, unexpected interruptions of biomass supply
and biofuel production.
3

s
l 1

lkm

 SCAPk y km

(22)

The model used for purposes of this thesis, which was adapted from Zhu & Yao (2011), was
described in this chapter along with a more detailed description of the problem being approached and the
framework used to solve it.  is a factor to define minimum biomass inventory in biorefineries,

0    1 . Chapter 4 will describe the two algorithms that were selected to do this alongside with how
they were adapted to the problem.
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Chapter 4: Genetic Algorithm and Particle Swarm Optimization
4.1

Genetic Algorithm
The Genetic Algorithm (GA) was invented in the 1960s by John Holland. His goal by creating

this algorithm was to study how beings in nature adapt across generations and to implement these
mechanisms to computer systems (Mitchell, 1998). GA’s most important premise is that individuals will
change with time and adapt to different conditions. As Darwin proposed, only the fittest or most easily
adaptable individuals will survive and their offspring will be even fitter. This “survival of the fittest”
principle is what allows GA to be applied to many different types of problems and present a nearoptimal solution. GAs are known to perform an efficient search of any search space without requiring
any additional information about the objective function to be optimized (Naso, 2007). GAs have been
applied to many combinatorial problems such as vehicle routing and job scheduling.
In Genetic Algorithms, potential solutions to a problem are represented by a chromosome. This
chromosome is composed of a string of genes that contain the most important information about the
problem and its solution. A group of chromosomes or individuals then translates to a population. In
order to recreate the process of evolution and adaptation, each chromosome or individual will go
through three different stages: selection, reproduction and mutation.

Figure 6: Genetic Algorithm sequence
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As shown in Figure 6, the Genetic Algorithm sequence is the following:
1. Generate Initial Population. When the algorithm starts, an initial population needs to be
created. This is usually done randomly. The number of individuals in the population, or
population size, is determined by the user depending on the type of problem to be solved.
2. Fitness Evaluation. The fitness of an individual or solution is determined by the objective
function of the problem, which can be either minimization, maximization, or both in the
case of multiple objective functions. The numerical amount to be either maximized or
minimized is obtained and used to determine the quality of the solution.
3. Selection. Once the fitness of the potential solutions has been evaluated, a reduced
population is selected in order to reproduce. This process usually consists of choosing a
number of the fittest individuals and having them create offspring, which in theory could
be fitter. The criteria to select the individuals that will live on and produce offspring vary
and several methods can be applied.
4. Reproduction (Crossover). Once the potential solutions have been weeded and a few are
selected, the evolutionary principles come into play. Mimicking nature, the reduced
population reproduces and generates offspring. There are several reproduction methods
that can be utilized for this part of the algorithm, some of which will be described at a
later section.
5. Mutation. In nature, some individuals can contain alterations in their genetic structure
that either allows them to be better in certain aspects in life, or generates complications
that make daily life a struggle. This process is also simulated in Genetic Algorithms
where a part of the chromosome or a few select genes are altered in order to create the
possibility for better or different solutions, which is not always the case.
6. Stopping Criterion. Once the algorithm has run its course and all of the above mentioned
processes have been performed, the stopping criterion is checked. This criterion usually is
a certain number of iterations the algorithm has to go through. When this number of
iterations is reached, the algorithm will stop and the last generation would have provided
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the best near-optimal solution. A different stopping criterion, such as a certain percentage
of fitness improvement through generations, can be selected depending on the problem
and the user.
4.1.1 Encoding
A vital part of the Genetic Algorithm is the encoding of the possible solutions that can be
presented to a particular problem. These solutions that are represented by the chromosomes have to
indicate the information needed in order to solve the problem. This part of the GA process is
fundamental in the success of the algorithm. Most GA approaches use fixed-length, fixed-order bit string
in order to encode and represent candidate solutions (Mitchell, 1998). The encoding method chosen will
ultimately depend on the problem to be approached. The most common encoding methods are binary
encoding, permutation encoding, real or value encoding, and finally, tree encoding.
4.1.1.1 Binary Encoding
Binary encoding is the most common encoding used for Genetic Algorithms. This was the
method used to encode all of the problems solved by Genetic Algorithms in the early stages. Each
chromosome is composed by a string of binary bits that can be either 0 or 1 (see Figure 7). The 0 usually
represents the absence of something or the negative response to the problem. On the other hand, the 1
represents the presence or positive response to a question. Binary encoding presents drawbacks when
trying to solve problems that not only require a “yes or no” answer since representing numbers with
binary method can be quite taxing on the memory of the algorithm, as well as time consuming.
Population
Chromosome A

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

Chromosome B

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

Figure 7: Binary Encoding
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4.1.1.2 Permutation Encoding
Many of the problems that will be approached through the use of Genetic Algorithms are
combinatorial in nature, such as the Traveling Salesman Problem. In these problems, the traditional
binary encoding becomes too complicated and computationally expensive to use. Permutation encoding
allows these problems to be solved in a faster way and present a solution that is easier to understand.
When a problem has permutation encoding, its chromosomes will be represented by a string of integers
that are usually in some sort of sequence (see Figure 8). A change in this sequence of numbers
represents a completely different solution to the problem.
Population
Chromosome A

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Chromosome B

2

7

1

8

3

5

6

4

Figure 8: Permutation Encoding
4.1.1.3 Value Encoding
Value or real encoding is best used for optimization problems in which the solution is given by
real numbers that contain decimals, by letters or by a series of commands. Many real problems will
utilize values, other than integers, as part of the solution. These values can be anything that is connected
to the problem, and again, will be problem dependent. As shown in Figure 9, the chromosomes can have
any type of value that is useful to solve the problem.
Population
Chromosome A

1.5348 9.8752

Chromosome B

A

Chromosome C

(back)

D

5.1420

6.8757 2.1018 4.9821 7.7798

C

(right) (forward)

B

L

J

K

M

(left)

(back)

(right)

(right)

(forward)

Figure 9: Value Encoding
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4.1.2.1 Roulette Wheel Selection
After calculating the fitness of the individuals in the current generation, the roulette wheel
selection methods will obtain the cumulative fitness of the whole population of chromosomes by adding
the fitness f i of all of the individuals. Afterwards, the probability of selection of each chromosome is
calculated (see Equation 23). Having built an array containing the cumulative probabilities for the whole
population, random numbers are generated and assigned to each individual. If the random number is
equal or greater than the selection probability, the individual will be selected as a parent. This method is
called roulette wheel because each individual will get a slice of the wheel, but the fittest individuals will
receive a larger slice which makes them more probable to be chosen for the reproduction process.

pseli 

fi

f

(23)
i

4.1.2.2 Deterministic Sampling
In the deterministic sampling method, the average fitness of the population is calculated using
integers only by dividing the fitness of each individual by the average fitness of the whole population. If
this number is greater than one, then the individual will be selected to reproduce. If the number of
individuals selected is smaller than the desired population size, the fractional part of the average fitness
will be looked at and used to determine the rest of the individuals that will produce offspring.
4.1.2.3 Stochastic Universal Selection
The Stochastic Universal method has the same principles of the Roulette Wheel but instead of
selecting one individual out of the whole population at a time, it will select a group of evenly space
individuals from the original population. This procedure will allow the subpar individuals to partake in
the reproduction process and, in a way, reduce the impact of the fitness value on the probability of being
chosen. This process is a little bit closer to what nature does, since in nature not only the fittest
individuals are allowed to reproduce.
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4.1.2.4 Tournament Selection
In the Tournament Selection method, the population of chromosomes is divided into subgroups.
Within each subgroup, the individuals are set to compete and whoever has the best solution will survive
and produce offspring. Only one individual from each subgroup will survive. There are several variants
of the Tournament Selection (TS) method. In the Binary Tournament Selection, two individuals out of
the whole population and the better of the two is selected. In the Boltzmann TS method a three-way
tournament is held for each population slot. The first individual that is set to compete in the three-way
tournament is chosen randomly, the second is chosen by comparing the fitness values and finding an
individual whose objective function value is different from the first individual’s by a certain percentage
and finally, the third individual is chosen using either the threshold value for the difference in fitness
from the first and second individuals or by focusing in the comparison of the fitness value to only the
one provided by the first individual (Blickle & Thiele, 1995).
4.1.2.5 Linear Rank Selection
In linear rank selection, after the fitness value of each chromosome is obtained, these values are
compared. The individuals are then ranked according to their fitness value, the fittest individual gets to
be on top and the least fit individual is last. Afterwards, the individuals will be selected via a linearly
proportional probability. This means that the higher and individual is ranked, the higher the probability
of it being chosen to reproduce.
4.1.2.6 Elitism
Elitism is a selection method whose purpose is to maintain good solutions in the population. The
mechanism through which this happens is the following: Once the fitness of each solution has been
obtained, then the solutions are ranked from best to worst. A percentage of the best solutions are then
kept to be part of the next generation. The rest of the population then goes to the reproduction process in
order to generate children that will form part of the next generation of chromosomes. This ensures that
the best possible solutions are kept throughout the generations and not lost after the reproduction
process.
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4.1.3 Crossover
One of the distinguishing features of the Genetic Algorithm is the use of crossover to produce
offspring. Crossover is the process of combining sections of more than one parent in order to produce a
certain number of children. This process can be done in many different ways such as single-point
crossover, two-point crossover, uniform crossover, and “cut and splice”. The determination of which
crossover technique will be used is, again, dependent on the user and the type of problem being
evaluated.
4.1.3.1 Single-Point Crossover
This is the most commonly used crossover technique. It takes two different parent solutions and
produces two offspring. The point at which the recombination will be performed is selected randomly.
As can be seen in Figure 11, two parents were chosen and the crossover point selected was right after the
second gene of the chromosomes. Therefore, the first child will have the first two genes from parent one
and the last three from parent two. The second child will have the first two genes from parent two and
the last three from parent one, the opposite of child one.

Figure 11: Single-Point Crossover
According to Mitchell (1998), this type of crossover technique has downsides to it. The biggest
one being that it assumes the chromosomes that will be recombined are short and low-order. The size of
the chromosome solutions is generally unknown at first, so the assumption of a certain size can be
incorrect at times. This technique can also allow for genes that are not necessarily good to live on
through generations just because of the position in the chromosome and their relation to the crossover
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point. This could happen with the endpoints of each respective parent, since they will always move on
and be part of the newly created offspring.
4.1.3.2 Two-Point Crossover
In order to reduce the potential issues presented by single-point crossover, authors make use of
the two-point crossover. This technique chooses two positions at random within the two parent
chromosomes and exchanges them in order to generate offspring. As shown in Figure 12, two parents
are selected and within them, two random points are chosen. These points are after the first and third
genes. The first child will contain the first, fourth and fifth genes from parent one and the second and
third genes from parent two. The second child will be the exact opposite. The first, fourth and fifth genes
will be taken from the second parent and the third and fourth genes will be obtained from the first
parent.

Figure 12: Two-Point Crossover
Two-point crossover avoids the endpoint problem presented by one-point crossover since the
endpoints of parents and children are not necessarily always the same. It also reduces the possibility of
bad genes clumping together with good ones before or after the crossover point and migrating to newer
generations, since the crossover points are now multiple as well as randomly located. Nevertheless,
two-point crossover cannot be applied to every type of chromosome and every type of problem.
4.1.3.3 Uniform Crossover
In uniform crossover, two parents are selected, and, unlike the previously described crossover
techniques, children are constructed without the use of crossover points, but rather through the use of a
probability function. This function is usually set to have 50 percent of one parent chromosome
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recombine with a second parent chromosome. The distribution of the genes that are going to be
interchanges is not pre-established and can be located anywhere in the chromosome. Uniform crossover
has been proven to be better performing that one or two point crossover techniques. Figure 13 shows
two different children obtained through the use of the uniform crossover technique. The first child
contains the first, third and fourth genes from parent one and the second and fifth genes from parent
number two. The second child contains the first, third, and fourth genes from parent two and the rest
from parent one. Since both the parent and offspring chromosomes are not conformed by an even
number of genes, it is hard to see the 50 percent probability of crossover being applied. Nevertheless, if
this is to be done in an even chromosome, the uniformity in the crossover can be easily observed.
According to Spears & De Jong (1991), uniform crossover is beneficial over other crossover techniques
since it has no defining length bias and provides a balance over the exploration and exploitation of the
search space.

Figure 13: Uniform Crossover
4.1.4

Mutation
The last important operator of Genetic Algorithms is Mutation. It is used to introduce variation to

the individuals in order to keep the population diverse across generations and to prevent the populations
from getting trapped in local optima. Mutation changes one or more genes within the chromosome
which will create a completely different solution. The probability of mutation is usually set to a low
value since it can induce more harm than good to an already good group of solutions. Setting this value
too high could turn the search into a completely random search, obliterating the progress obtained by the
selection and crossover processes. This probability will determine how many individuals in the entire
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population will undergo mutation. The mutation technique to be used is determined by the encoding of
the problem. According to Abdoun et al. (2012), the most common mutation techniques are:


Bit Flip Mutation. This technique simply inverts the value of a randomly selected gene or
genes. This technique can only be applied to solutions with binary encoding. Figure 14 shows
two different offspring chromosomes that underwent bit flip mutation. Offspring one mutated
the fifth gene from a zero to a one and offspring two mutated the first gene from a one to a
zero.

Figure 14: Bit Flip Mutation


Twors Mutation. This technique exchanges two genes that are randomly selected. Twors
mutation can be applied not only to binary encoded problems but also to permutation
encoded and real encoded problems.

Figure 15: Twors Mutation


Centre Inverse Mutation. This technique divides the chromosome into two sections. All the
genes in each of the sections are inverted within themselves. In Figure 16, the first section of
the chromosome is composed by the first four genes and the second section is composed by
the last two genes. The mutated offspring shows hos the first four genes and the last two
genes were inverted.
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Figure 16: Centre Inverse Mutation


Reverse Sequence Mutation. This mutation technique takes a sequential part of the string of
genes which is limited by two positions randomly chose. The genes within this section will
be inverted. In Figure 17, the section composed by the second, third, fourth, and fifth genes,
is flipped in order to generate the mutated offspring.

Figure 17: Reverse Sequence Mutation


Thrors Mutation. In this technique, three genes are randomly selected but, unlike the RSM
mutation technique, these genes do not have to be successive. The third gene that is chosen
will be moved to the position of the first chosen gene, the second chosen gene will move to
the position of the third selected gene, and finally, the gene that was selected first will be
moved to the position of the second selected gene (see Figure 18).

Figure 18: Thrors Mutation
4.2

Particle Swarm Optimization
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) was introduced in 1995 by Kennedy and Eberhart. It is

inspired by the social behavior of flocks of birds and schools of fish. The behavior of flocks of birds was
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first observed by Reynolds, Heppner and Grenander. Reynolds was intrigued by the aesthetics of bird
flocks and Heppner was interested in finding the rules that large numbers of birds follow in order to
flock synchronously, with sudden direction changes, scattering and regrouping. These scientists had the
idea that these processes performed by birds might be behind the unpredictable group interaction
between them. Scientist also observed the birds’ effort to maintain distance between themselves and the
birds around them (Kennedy & Eberhart, 1995). Models developed by the scientists presented the
framework followed by Kennedy and Eberhart when developing PSO.
When fish travel through the ocean, they move in large groups composed of many fish of the
same species, this behavior is called fish schooling. It is done mostly for survival purposes and also
helps fish swim more easily since having another fish in front reduces friction with the water. The
survival factor comes in when a predator comes around. When the fish swim together in schools, they
confuse predators and fish also know that predators are less likely to attack when they see large groups
of fish compared to when they see a few fish swimming on their own. Young fish do not have a
tendency to form schools, but as they grow older they start forming bigger and bigger groups. This
suggests that this behavior is already on their genetic makeup and they just develop it later on in life.
When birds flock together they do this in order to minimize the vulnerability to predators as well
as to mate and raise families. One of the main reasons for birds flocking together is to forage A flock
allows birds to take advantage of the same food supplies since once a bird located a food source, every
bird in the flock can benefit from it. As far as protection, a flock of birds is a lot more overwhelming to
predators than a few birds on their own. This fact may dissuade predators and prevent attacks. The flock
will also have a better chance of spotting a predator than a single bird. Mating is an important behavior
in birds, since it will ensure the livelihood of the species. Doing so in flocks allows males to attract the
attention of female birds by being more visible. Aerodynamics also plays an important role in flock
formation since the patterns created by the flock and even the wind currents created by individual birds
might help birds to fly easier and more smoothly. If the birds are flying in the cold of winter, a flock
may provide them with communal warmth that will shield them in a way from the low temperatures that
surround them. There are some disadvantages that come along with flocking, the biggest one being the
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visibility facctor to predaators. Just ass the flock may
m dissuadee a predator from attackking, it also m
makes the
group of birrds a lot mo
ore noticeable and thereefore, a targeet. Diseasess could also be easily trransmitted
within a flocck due to thee close contaact the birds have with e ach other.
Partiicle Swarm Optimizatio
on mimics th
he flocking behavior off birds and ppresents a nnumber of
entities, callled particles, which willl “fly” throug
gh the n-dim
mensional seearch space oof a specificc problem.
Each particlle representss a solution to
t the probleem and evalluates the obbjective funcction at its loocation in
the search space. In ord
der to model the social aspect
a
of swaarms, each pparticle will share the innformation
regarding th
he solutions it found witth the rest of the swarm
m. Therefore,, each particcle will movve through
the search space
s
by tak
king into con
nsideration its own knoowledge andd the collectiive knowleddge of the
swarm. Each particle iss composed of two vectors: current position annd velocity. T
The particlee’s current
position, rep
presented by
y X i , is a sett of coordinaates that desscribe wheree the particlee is located w
within the
search spacee. The positiion of the paarticle will ch
hange with eeach iteratioon, and the particle will kkeep track
of where it has been an
nd how the location relattes to the obbjective funcction. If the position fouund in the
current iteraation is betteer than the particle’s
p
preevious positiion, it becom
mes the partiicle’s “best”” position,
represented by Pibest . Thee whole swaarm will com
mpare all of tthe best indiividual posittions and finnd the best
one, represeented by Gbeest . Each parrticle will allso be assiggned a veloccity which w
will allow itt to move
through the search spacce to find better solutio
ons, this willl be represeented by Vi . Figure 19 sshows the
influence th
he swarm’s knowledge
k
and
a the particle’s individdual knowledge have onn the updatedd position
of a particlee.

Figu
ure 19: Depicction of the Velocity
V
andd Position Up
Updates in PS
SO
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The particle’s position is given by equation 24, in which the position is equal to the sum of the i
particle’s previous position, X i(t 1) , and it’s velocity.

X i(t )  X i(t 1)  Vi (t )

(24)

The particle’s velocity, given by equation 25, in which the velocity is equal to the addition of
particle i ’s current velocity, the distance between the current position and Pibest , and finally, the distance
between the current position and Gbest .







( t 1)
( t 1)
Vi (t )  Vi (t 1)   Pibest
 X i(t 1)   Gbest
 X i(t 1)



(25)

The second component of the velocity equation represents the cognitive component of the
particle, where it learns from its own previous experiences and tries to better its results based on that.
This component will try to move the particle towards the best solution it has found so far. The third
component of the equation represents the social component of the particle, where it learns from other
individuals’ experiences and adjusts its behavior based on that. This will try to direct the particle
towards the global best solution found by the swarm. The parameters  and  determine the
magnitude and influence of random forces in the direction of both Pibest and Gbest . These coefficients are
random numbers between zero and one that are usually called acceleration coefficients. They have a
strong influence in the ultimate direction the particle will follow and can alter the results quite radically
(Poli et al., 2007). Since  determines the influence of the cognitive component and  influences the
social component, it is usually recommended to give them the same value in order to avoid the particles
tending more towards one of the two components. But, according to Carlisle & Dozier (2001), the
swarm performed best as the social component diminished. This implies that the social component gives
the swarm the tendency to be trapped in local optima. Therefore, these authors recommend  to be set
at a value around 215% larger than  .
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4.2.1

Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm
The Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm contains a series of steps that the particles will go

through in order to produce an optimal solution to the problem at hand. The following is a description of
Figure 20, which presents a flow diagram for the Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm.

Figure 20: Particle Swarm Optimization Flow Diagram
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Particle Swarm Initialization. The first step of PSO is to randomly initialize the swarm by
generating a set of particles with their respective positions in the search space and velocities.



Fitness Evaluation. The second step in the PSO algorithm is to evaluate the fitness of each
particle in the swarm by utilizing the current position of the particle. This is the first step in a
loop that will repeat itself until the stopping criterion is reached.



Selection of Pibest . After all the finesses of the particles are obtained, each particle will look
back at the position where it was previously located and compare the fitness of both the
current and the previous positions. If the previous position provided a better fitness value,
then this will be kept as Pibest . Otherwise the current position will become the Pibest .



Selection of Gbest . After each particle has selected a Pibest , the swarm as a whole will choose
one out of all the Pibest values and name it Gbest .



Velocity Calculation. Once Pibest and Gbest have been designated, each particle will then use
equation 25 to calculate its new velocity.



Update Position. Lastly, each particle will obtain a new position in the search space by
applying equation 24.
The last five steps of the algorithm will be repeated until the stopping criterion has been
reached.

4.2.2

Particle Swarm Optimization with Partial Search
In order to apply the PSO metaheuristic to the Traveling Salesman Problem, Akhand et al.

(2012) developed the Particle Swarm Optimization with Partial Search (PSOPS). The main difference
from the original PSO is that it utilizes Swap Operators (SO) and Swap Sequences (SS). In the PSOPS
algorithm,

the

velocity

is

a

SS

that

consists

of

several

SOs

and

is

defined

as

SS  ( SO1 , SO2 , SO3 , , SOn ) . A SO indicates two positions in the salesman’s tour that might be
exchanged. All the swap operators of a particular swap sequence are applied in order to find a solution
which will result in a new solution, different from the previous one. Suppose that a TSP problem with
five cities is approached using the PSOPS metaheuristic and one solution to the problem is represented
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by S  (1,2,3,4,5) . If a swap operator (1,2) is applied, then the new solution is given by S ' (see equation
26).
S '  S  SO 1,2   1,2,3,4,5   1,2   2,1,3,4,5 

(26)

When the swap operator is applied, the meaning of the  is to execute the change of the
positions given by the SO in the original solution, S . Therefore, positions one and two in S will be
exchanged, yielding S ' .
A Swap Sequence is composed of two or more Swap Operators, SS  ( SO1 , SO2 , SO3 , , SOn ) .
The order of which the SOs in a SS are applied is important and has to be followed, otherwise, different
solutions might be obtained. If we apply a swap sequence to S 1 , we will obtain a new solution S 2 .

S 2  S1  SS12  S1  SO1 , SO2 , SO3 , , SOn 

(27)

SS12  S 2  S1  SO1 , SO2 , SO3 , , SOn 

(28)

If S 1  1,2,3,4,5  and S 2  2,3,1,5,4  then SS 12  SO 1,3, SO 2,3, SO 4,5 which means that if
the first swap operator is applied to S 1 , then S1'  2,1,3,4,5 . When the second swap operator is applied to

S1' , then S1'  2,3,1,4,5 . And finally, when the third SO is applied, then S1'  S 2  2,3,1,5,4 .
In order to accommodate the solution of TSP with the aid of Swap Sequences and Swap
Operators, the authors introduce the use of a tentative velocity V 'i( t ) , which is a sequence of SOs, from
which the new position of each particle will be calculated (see equation 30). After the new position in
the search space is obtained, the velocity is recalculated using equation 31.







( t 1)
( t 1)
V ' i(t )  Vi (t 1)   Pibest
 X i(t 1)   Gbest
 X i(t 1)

X in(t )  X in1(t )  SOn



(29)

(30)
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Vi (t )  X i(t )  X i(t 1)
4.3

(31)

Methodology
The Genetic Algorithm and Particle Swarm Optimization described earlier in this chapter were

the metaheuristic methods chosen to solve the biomass-to-biofuel logistics model being studied in this
thesis. Next, the approach using both methods will be described as well as the parameters and techniques
utilized to approach the problem.
4.3.1

Genetic Algorithm Approach
The model presented in chapter 3 was adapted in order to solve it with the use of a Genetic

Algorithm. The objective function and the constraints presented by the model were all taken into
account in order to evaluate the fitness of each chromosome in the population. Encoding is one of the
crucial aspects of using a Genetic Algorithm to solve any type of problem. While going through the
encoding process it is crucial to ensure that all of the required information to solve the problem is
included in the chromosome being created. It is important to mention that if a chromosome was
generated but did not meet all of the constraints presented by the model; it was eliminated from the
population. For this thesis, a chromosome was generated using three different types of encoding
techniques: binary, value and permutation encoding. Different aspects of the problem required the
chromosome to be encoded using different techniques.

Each chromosome was divided into five

different sections that represented the decision variables for the problem to be solved (see Figure 21).
The first section corresponds to the processed biomass, the second section represents the recirculated
residue, the third is the residue storage, the fourth is the transported biomass, and the fifth is the
transported residue.
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Fig
gure 21: GA
A Chromosom
me Examplee
4.3.1.1 Proccessed Biom
mass
Thiss section of the
t chromossome represeented the am
mount and tyype of biomass processeed in each
biorefinery as well as th
he field it orriginated fro
om and the m
month the prrocess took place in. Thhe months
are 1 throug
gh 12 to represent Januaary through December. T
The biomass was givenn a number ddepending
on the type it was, 1 sto
ood for Switcchgrass, 2 sttood for Cornn Stalk, 3 stood for Wheeat Straw, annd finally,
4 stood for residue.
r
Num
mber 4 was not
n applicablle for this firrst part of thhe chromosom
me since ressidue is an
output of th
he biorefinin
ng process, not
n an input. The produuction fields were numbered according to the
numerical example.
e
Fieelds 1 throu
ugh 10 reprresent Switcchgrass prodduction fieldds, fields 11 and 12
represent Co
orn Stalk pro
oduction fiellds, and field
ds 13 and 144 represent W
Wheat Straw
w productionn fields. In
order to gen
nerate the field
fi
of origiin in this paart of the chhromosome, the algorithhm has to ffollow the
availability constrain prresented in the model. This constraaint only alllows certainn biomass tyypes to be
produced in
n certain peeriods of thee year. The next row oof the chrom
mosome conntains the aamount of
biomass thaat was processsed during that month. This amounnt was randoomly generatted, but the algorithm
then made sure that th
he constrain
nts presented
d in the moodel regardinng the miniimum and m
maximum
amounts to be processed
d were met. Finally, the chromosom
me shows thee biorefineriees that were open and
operating th
hat month. This
T
could be
b either a 1 which wouuld represennt only the ffirst biorefinnery being
open, a 2 th
hat representts only the second
s
bioreefinery beinng open, or 3 which meaant both bioorefineries
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were open. If a 3 was selected for the biorefineries to be opened, then the amount shown in the tons of
biomass to be processed will pertain to only one of the two biorefineries and the same amount will be
processed in the second biorefinery. This makes the amount of biomass process double what is shown in
the chromosome.
4.3.1.2 Recirculated Residue
The second section of the chromosome contained information regarding the residue that was
recirculated within the system. The first row of this section contains the amount of residue that was sent
back to the switchgrass production fields after the biorefining process took place. This amount is
proportional to the amount of biomass processed in each biorefinery. In figure 21, the residue amount is
double the amount of biomass shown in the first part of the chromosome times a percentage, which will
be explained in the numerical example chapter, since it is the total amount of residue produced by both
biorefineries. The second and last row of this section shows the field that was chosen to receiver this
residue. Again, these fields can only be numbered 1 through 10 since the residue can only go back to
fields within the system, the Switchgrass fields. The field chosen to receive the residue was randomly
generated and the fields could receive residue more than one month in the year.
4.3.1.3 Residue Storage
The third section of the chromosome presents data regarding the storage of the residue in the infield warehouses. The first row of this section displays which field this warehouse belongs to. This is
exactly the same information presented in the last row of the Recirculated Residue section. The second
row of this section contains the amount of residue that was stored in the in-field warehouse for that
month. This row is a copy of the first row of the Recirculated Residue section. Finally, the third row of
this section of the chromosome displays the type of biomass being stored in the in-field warehouse. This
could be either a 1, which would represent Switchgrass, or a 2, which represents residue.
4.3.1.4 Transported Biomass
The fourth section of the chromosome contains information regarding the transportation of
biomass within the different facilities in the system. The first row of this section represents the biomass
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type that is being transported and this can be either 1-Switchgrass, 2-Corn Stalk, or 3-Wheat Straw. The
second row will show the field from which the biomass is coming. The third row is a binary encoded
part of the chromosome that will represent if an intermediate warehouse facility is open that specific
month. The values in this row can be a 0, which means that there is no intermediate warehouse open that
month, or a 1, which states that one intermediate warehouse will be open during that month. If a one is
displayed, then row four will indicate which of the three possible warehouses will be open. If a
warehouse is to be open, meaning row three contains a value of 1, the transportation mode from the field
of origin to the intermediate warehouse is displayed in the fifth row. This can be either a 1, which would
represent a truck transportation mode being used, or a 2, which would represent train transport. If a 0 is
being displayed, this means that there is no intermediate warehouse open that month; therefore, there is
no need for transportation between the field of origin and an intermediate warehouse. The sixth row will
show what biorefinery the biomass will be transported to. This value can be an 18, meaning the first
biorefinery is chosen, a 19, which would mean the second biorefinery is the end destination of the
biomass, or a 20, meaning both biorefineries are open and will receive the biomass for processing. The
seventh row in this section will tell what transportation mode will be used to the biorefinery. If an
intermediate warehouse is open, then this transportation will take place between the intermediate
warehouse and the biorefinery. If no intermediate warehouse is open, then this transportation will be
from the field of origin directly to the biorefinery. This row will contain a 1 for truck transportation or a
2 for train transportation. The eight and last row of this section of the chromosome, will display the
amount of biomass that is to be transported. It is worth mentioning that if there is an intermediate
warehouse open during that month, then the amount shown is this row will be doubled for calculation
purposes due to it being transported twice during that month, once to the intermediate warehouse and
once to the biorefinery.
4.3.1.4 Transported Residue
The fifth and last section of the chromosome contains information related to the transportation of
the residue produced by the biorefining process. The first row will show the biomass type being
transported, which, as previously mentioned, will display a 4 for the biomass residue. The second row of
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this section will indicate the origin of the residue, which can be an 18, a 19, or a 20.The third row of this
section of the chromosome shows the destination of the biomass, which could be any of the Switchgrass
fields. The fourth row will display the type of transportation being used, a 1 for truck and a 2 for train.
The last row will show the amount of residue being transported in dry tons.
4.3.2

GA Parameters and Techniques
The chromosome described in the previous section underwent the changes that come with the

Genetic Algorithm procedure: selection, crossover and mutation. Even though chromosome that was
created for this problem had many different sections, not all of them were able to vary through different
generations. Out of the 23 rows that each chromosome contained, only three changed. These three
sections are: the number of tons that are processed in each biorefinery (row 4), the production fields the
residue was recirculated to (row 7), and whether or not intermediate warehouses were used in each
month (row 13.) The limitation on the number of rows that were able to vary was due to the fact that
most of the rows in the chromosome are closely related to each other and thus cannot be freely
interchanged. In order to maintain the integrity of the chromosome only the above mentioned rows went
through crossover within themselves. The selected population size was 50 individuals. The following are
the selection, mutation and crossover techniques and parameters that were used.


Rank Selection. This is the selection technique that was ultimately used to choose the parents
that would produce the next generation within the algorithm. As it was previously described,
this method will compare the fitness of all of the chromosomes in the population and rank
them from best to worst. A percentage of these solutions will be selected to reproduce. In this
thesis, the selection parameter was set to be 0.7 or 70%. This implies that only the top 70%
solutions will have ability of producing offspring in order to create the next generation.



Single Point Crossover. This is the crossover technique that was chosen in order to reproduce
the previously selected parents. This technique randomly selects a point at which two parents
will recombine. This point was chosen to be the middle of each chromosome section that was
to undergo this procedure. Since the sections are strings composed of 12 genes, the point was
after the sixth gene. This was chosen in order to preserve the symmetry in the chromosome.
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After crossover is performed, the algorithm will have generated 2n-2 children. For this thesis,
that means that 68 offspring were generated. Nevertheless, in order to maintain the desired
population size, 18 of the offspring were randomly eliminated.


Twors Mutation. This is the mutation technique that was employed for the purposes of this
thesis. Two randomly selected genes within each chromosome section were switched, which
created a different solution. Only 1% of the population contained said mutation. This turns
out to be a decimal number that was ultimately rounded to one. The small mutation
parameter was chosen in order to avoid a negative effect on the efficiency and convergence
of the algorithm.

4.3.3

Particle Swarm Optimization Approach
The Genetic Algorithm was the first metaheuristic method used to approach the problem

presented in this thesis. After performing the optimization using GA, it was observed that the decision
variables that contribute the most costs to the problem are amount of biomass that will be processed and
purchased, along with the decision of whether or not an intermediate warehouse will be open during a
specific month. These decision variables along with the transportation matrix were divided into four
different options from which the particle could choose and create a path to follow.
Table 1: PSO Path Options
Option

1

2

3

4

1-10

1-14

1-14

1-14

Intermediate Warehouse

0

15

16

17

Transportation to Int. Warehouse

0

1 or 2

1 or 2

1 or 2

Biorefineries Open

20

20

20

20

1 or 2

1 or 2

1 or 2

1 or 2

Field of Origin

Transportation to Biorefinery

As shown in Table 1, the first option has no intermediate warehouse open during that month.
Therefore, the transportation to the intermediate warehouse will display a 0. The second, third, and
fourth options all have intermediate warehouses and transportation will depend on which field the
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biomass is coming from, what intermediate warehouse is open, and what biorefinery will process the
biomass. Each month, each individual particle will have selected one of these four possible paths to
follow. The complete path of the particle, composed of 12 choices, will be converted to a set of
coordinates which will indicate its position in the search space. At first, the particle’s path, or position,
will be randomly created. Starting from the second iteration, the position will be obtained using the
formulas previously described.
Table 2: PSO Particle Example
Month
Path
Amount of
Biomass
Amount of
Residue
Field of Origin
Intermediate
Warehouse
Transportation
to Int.
Warehouse
Transportation
to Biorefinery
Residue
Transportation

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

3

5

10

2

11

1

4

12

6

7

9

8

91653

111057

108528

67191

43032

64616

33861

107957

61113

67781

71088

34832

1833.06

2221.14

2170.56

1343.82

860.64

1292.32

677.22

2159.14

1222.26

1355.62

1421.76

696.64

1

10

13

14

12

13

2

3

7

8

9

4

16

0

0

0

0

0

17

17

15

16

0

17

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

2

0

1

2

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

2

1

1

1

Table 2 demonstrates what a particle looks like with the Particle Swarm Optimization approach.
In order to create a path in which the numbers would represent a sequence which would provide the
ability of creating coordinates for the particle’s position and velocity, the path was given numbers from
1 through 12. Paths 1, 5, and 9 represent the first path option shown in Table 1. Paths 2, 6, and 10
represent the second path option shown in Table 2. Paths 3, 7, and 11 represent the third path option in
Table 1. And finally, paths 4, 8, and 12 represented the last option in Table 1. As shown in Table 2, even
if months 2, 3, 4, and 5 choose any path option, their transportation to intermediate warehouse and
intermediate warehouse fields are set to zero. This was done in order to meet the Switchgrass
availability constraint.
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4.3.4

PSO Parameters and Techniques
When using PSO to approach the problem described in Chapter 3, the swarm size was set to be

composed of 20 particles.  , the parameter that controls the cognitive component of each particle, was
set to be 0.4. When  is introduced to equation 25 in the algorithm, its purpose is to indicate how many





( t 1)
 X i(t 1) will become part of the velocity vector by multiplying the value of
Swap Operators from Pibest
( t 1)
 X i(t 1) . Since this number might not always be an integer value, the
 by the number of SOs in Pibest

number of SOs to be chosen was set to be rounded to the next integer.  , the parameter that controls the
social component of each particle, was set to be 0.6. Its purpose in equation 25 is to determine how





( t 1)
 X i(t 1) and included in the velocity vector. Again, the value of 
many SOs will be taken from Gbest





( t 1)
 X i(t 1) . If this number is not an integer, the resulting
was multiplied by the number of SOs in Gbest

value will be rounded to the next integer.
Genetic Algorithm and Particle Swarm Optimization are the metaheuristic optimization
techniques presented and described in this chapter. The way in which the two algorithms were adapted
to fit the problem, as well as the techniques and parameters used in the approach, are also delineated in
this chapter. The next chapter, chapter 5, will show the results obtained from the application of these two
methods.
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Chapter 5: Numerrical Exam
mple and R
Results
5.1

Num
merical Exam
mple
The numerical example
e
useed for purposes of this tthesis was aadapted from
m Zhu & Yaao (2011).

Unlike otheer authors, th
hese two autthors do nott apply their model to a real locatioon in some ppart of the
country. Insstead, they present
p
a theeoretical layo
out of wheree the facilitiies in the prroblem and tthe model
are located (see
(
Figure 22).
2

Figure 22: Geographica
G
al Layout


Switchgrass
S
y F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, F7, F8, F9, annd F10.
fields are reepresented by



Corn
C
Stalk fiields are represented by S11 and S11.



Wheat
W
Straw
w fields are reepresented by
b T13 and T114.



Intermediate
I
e warehousess are represeented by W155, W16, and W17.



Biorefineries
B
s are represeented by B19 and B20.



Train
T
accessible facilities are B18, T14, F8, W16, annd B19.



All
A facilities are accessib
ble by truck.
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Capacities
o Biorefinery production capacity, BCAPkm , is 120,000 dry tons/month per
biorefinery.
o Storage capacity, SCAPj , for the intermediate warehouses is 200,000 dry
tons/month per warehouse.
o Storage capacity, SCAPk , for the in-biorefinery warehouses is 60,000 dry
tons/month per warehouse.
o Storage capacity for in-field warehouses is unlimited.
o Harvest Unit Capacity, HCAPm , is 7200 dry tons/month
o Truck transportation capacity is unlimited.
o Train transportation capacity is unlimited.


Costs
o Operating cost for an intermediate warehouse,  j , is $60,000/month.
o Operating cost for an in-biorefinery warehouse,  j , is $30,000/month.
o There is no operating cost for the in-field warehouses.
o Operating cost for a biorefinery, k , is $10,000,000/year.
o Harvest unit operating and maintenance cost,  , is $580,000/year.
o Processing cost for any type of biomass, cmkl , is $50/dry ton.
o Purchasing cost for Switchgrass,  m1 , is $50/dry ton.
o Purchasing cost for Corn Stalk, m2 , is $35/dry ton.
o Purchasing cost for Wheat Straw, m3 , is also $35/dry ton.
o Biomass storage cost for any warehouse, aljm , is $2/dry ton/month.
o Residue storage cost for the in-field warehouses, a0 jm , is $2/dry ton.
o Truck transportation cost,  ijm11 ,  jkm11 ,  jkm11 ,  skm 21 , itkm31 ,  kim 01 , is $0.40/dry
ton.
o Train transportation cost,  ijm12 ,  jkm12 ,  jkm12 ,  skm22 ,  itkm32 ,  kim02 , is $0.04/dry
ton.
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The conversion equivalence for all three types of biomass is a dry ton of biomass can be
converted into 90 gallons of biofuel and 0.01 tons of residue.

5.2



The sale price of the biofuel is ߩ =$1.8/gallon.



The total yield of the three types of biomass is 2,100,000 dry tons/year.



The factor used in equation 20 is   0.2 .



The factor used in equation 22 is   0.5 .

Results
The analysis of the numerical example given in the previous section was done using a Genetic

Algorithm as well as a Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm. The results provided by both of these
methods were better than the result shown in Zhu & Yao (2011). They obtained a total profit of
$60,000,000 and a unit profit of $0.32 per gallon of biofuel. It is necessary to keep in mind that the
model in this thesis was adapted from their work, but it is not exactly the same. This is why the results
cannot be fully compared in order to determine which methodology proves to be better. The only results
that can be compared, due to the use of the same model, are the results provided by GA and PSO.
5.2.1 Genetic Algorithm Results
The analysis of the numerical using a Genetic Algorithm shows an evolutionary behavior with an
optimal profit of $137,628,457.87 being reached during iteration 98 (see Figure 23). This profit can be
translated into a unit profit of $0.57/gal and a total biofuel production of 241,445,880 gallons. This
amount of biofuel yielded revenue of $434,602,584. As previously mentioned, switchgrass will be
produced and process during January, February, July, August, September, October, November, and
December, corn stalk will be bought and processed during the month of April, and finally, wheat straw
will be processed during the months of March, May and June (see Figure 24). Also, the algorithm tended
to have no intermediate warehouses open. Therefore, this iteration shows no intermediate warehouses
open. The stopping criterion for this algorithm was selected to be 100 iterations.
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Figure 23: Evolution of Genetic Algorithm
The amount of biomass residue generated by both biorefineries for this particular solution is
26,827.32 dry tons which was recirculated to fields 1, 2, 5, 6, and 9.

Amount (Tons)

Amount of Biomass Feedstock
140000
120000
100000
80000
60000
40000
20000
0
1

2

3

4

5

Switchgrass

6 7
Month

8

9

10 11 12

Stalk and Straw

Figure 24: Amount of Biomass Feedstock Processed per Month- GA
The optimal revenue, profit and costs associated with the solution generated during iteration 98
are displayed in Table 3. It shows processing, purchasing, inventory, transportation by truck and train,
operation and harvest unit costs per month for this particular solution.
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Taable 3: Montthly and Ann
nual Profit, R
Revenue andd Costs - GA
A
Month

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Processing Cost

11
1,118,700.00

11,118
8,700.00

11,428,400
0.00

11,953,000.00
0

10,592,100.00

11,953,000.00

11,1
118,700.00

Purchasing Cost
C

11
1,118,700.00

11,118
8,700.00

7,999,880
0.00

8,367,100.00
0

7,414,470.00

8,367,100.00

11,1
118,700.00

244,447.48

244
4,447.48

244,571.36

244,781.20
0

244,236.84

244,781.20

2
244,447.48

89,839.10

89
9,839.10

914
4.27

96,580.24
4

847.37

96,580.24

89,839.10

0.00

0.00

9,142
2.72

0.00
0

8,473.68

0.00

0.00

Operating Co st

1
1,726,666.67

1,726
6,666.67

1,726,666
6.67

1,726,666.67
7

1,726,666.67

1,726,666.67

1,7
726,666.67

Harvest Unit

1
1,498,333.33

1,498
8,333.33

1,498,333
3.33

1,498,333.33
3

1,498,333.33

1,498,333.33

1,4
498,333.33

Inventory Co st
on Truck
Transportatio
Transportatio
on Train

Revenue

$36,024,588.00

$36,024,,588.00

$37,028,016
6.00

Profit

$10,227,901.42

$10,227,,901.42

$14,120,107
7.65

Month

8

9

$38,727,720.00
$14,841,258.56

10

$34,318,404.00

$38,727,720.00
3

$36,02
24,588.00

$12,833,276.11

$14,841,258.56
1

$10,22
27,901.42

11

12

To tal

C
Processing Cost

11,118,700.00

11,118,700.00

1
11,118,700.00

10
0,379,200.00

11,118,700.00

54,000.00
54,85

Purchasing Cost
C

11,118,700.00

11,118,700.00

1
11,118,700.00

10
0,379,200.00

11,118,700.00

54,85
54,000.00

244,447.48

244,447.48

244,447.48

244,151.68

244,447.48

1,22
21,941.60

89,839.10

89,839.10

889.50

83,863.94

89,839.10

35
54,270.72

0.00

0.00

8,894.96

0.00

0.00

8,894.96

1,726,666.67

1,726,666.67

1,726,666.67

1,726,666.67

1,726,666.67

33,333.33
8,63

1,498,333.33

7,49
91,666.67

Inventory Cost
C
Transportatiion Truck
Transportatiion Train
Operating Cost
C

1,498,333.33

Harvest Uniit

1,498,333.33

1,498,333.33

1,498,333.33

Revenue

$36,024,588.00

$36,024,588.00

$36
6,024,588.00

$33,6
628,608.00

$36,02
24,588.00 $ 177,72
26,960.00

Profit

$10,227,901.42

$10,227,901.42

$10
0,307,956.06

$ 9,3
317,192.38

$10,22
27,901.42 $ 50,30
08,852.72

The two highestt costs were processing and
a purchas ing, represennting 45.17%
% and 40.533 % of the
total annuall costs respectively. Tog
gether these costs are 855.7% of the aannual cost, which miniimizes the
impact of otther decision
n variables in
n the processs such as thee number of harvesting uunits or the nnumber of
biorefineriess to be open, as shown in
n Figure 25.. One last thiing worth m
mentioning iss the amountt of time it
took the GA
A to produce an optimal solution,
s
28..63 seconds.

0.01%

6.98%

Ann
nual Cossts
6..05%

0.28%

Processiing Cost

0.99%

Purchasing Cost
45.17%

Inventorry Cost
Transpo
ortation Truck

40.53%

Transpo
ortation Train
Operatin
ng Cost

Figure 25
5: GA Annuaal Costs
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5.2.2

Genetic Algorithm Sensitivity Analysis
The four most important parameters in any Genetic Algorithm are the selection percentage,

mutation percentage, population size and the number of iterations. In order to able to run the algorithm
and to obtain a solution, these parameters were set to common values. Selection or rank percentage was
set at 70%, mutation was initialized at 1%, the population size was started at 50 individuals and the
number of iterations was 100. In order to make sure that the best parameters were being used, a
sensitivity analysis using these parameters was performed. This will help in determining which
parameter or parameters have more impact on the optimal solution obtained by the GA. According to
Deb & Agrawal (1999), Genetic Algorithms perform better when the initial population size is large. This
is because the larger the population, the more chances it has to find the optimal solution within a certain
number of iterations. If the population size that was chosen is small, then a large number of iterations are
recommended. The selection percentage or rank parameter was varied in between 70 and 85% since
having a higher rank percentage will lead to a wider variety of solutions to be evaluated. Mutation
percentage was varied between 0.05% and 2%. A high value is not recommended for this parameter
since mutations in the individual chromosomes can introduce defects to the population and produce poor
results. The population size was given the range from 20 individuals to 100 individuals since evaluating
fewer individuals will improve the time it takes to obtain a result. And finally, the number of iterations
was fluctuated between 50 and 500. This range was chosen to allow the algorithm to produce better
results and keep improving.
Table 4: GA Sensitivity Analysis
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Selection
0.75
0.72
0.85
0.8
0.76
0.83
0.77
0.74
0.84
0.7
0.71
0.73
0.82
0.78
0.79
0.81

Mutation Population Size Generations
Profit
Revenue
Generation
Gallons
0.0125
55
150
$ 138,030,000.00 $ 437,777,784.00
143 243,209,880.00
0.0165
50
350
$ 147,232,026.77 $ 463,329,072.00
148 257,405,040.00
0.0075
80
275
$ 146,090,710.88 $ 458,926,560.00
271 254,959,200.00
0.0135
90
375
$ 147,633,431.39 $ 462,567,024.00
182 256,981,680.00
0.014
35
225
$ 143,387,878.58 $ 452,615,040.00
216 251,452,800.00
0.0115
70
175
$ 148,638,080.40 $ 466,462,800.00
172 259,146,000.00
0.019
60
325
$ 139,626,977.59 $ 441,529,056.00
322 245,293,920.00
0.013
95
450
$ 146,266,600.96 $ 459,911,520.00
171 255,506,400.00
0.0155
75
425
$ 143,044,899.62 $ 451,665,072.00
301 250,925,040.00
0.0175
20
100
$ 141,652,334.97 $ 446,582,160.00
87 248,101,200.00
0.0105
45
500
$ 147,163,716.11 $ 461,395,764.00
213 256,330,980.00
0.005
40
400
$ 146,899,125.86 $ 461,035,152.00
203 256,130,640.00
0.017
100
250
$ 145,921,975.55 $ 458,659,584.00
230 254,810,880.00
0.02
25
475
$ 148,156,680.19 $ 465,502,464.00
128 258,612,480.00
0.0195
85
200
$ 144,383,473.23 $ 454,437,540.00
192 252,465,300.00
0.011
30
50
$ 134,003,460.71 $ 423,039,996.00
45 235,022,220.00
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The ranges mentioned above for each parameter were transformed into a vector randomly
containing all the possible values for the parameter. These were combined and applied to the Genetic
Algorithm. As shown in Table 4, the largest overall profit was obtained using parameter settings that
were higher than the ones used initially. Even tough, the range of the number of generations was from
100 to 500, the analysis illustrates that the ideal range for this parameter is between 175 and 250. Also,
the population size proved to be large, just as suggested by Deb & Agrawal (1999).

5.2.3 Particle Swarm Optimization Results
The Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm described earlier was programmed using Matlab
2012. Utilizing the numerical example detailed in section 5.1, PSO provided an optimal profit of
$107,775,626.07. This amount was obtained during iteration 60 and belongs to the best solution found
by the algorithm (see Figure 26). It is important to mention that each time the program is run, it will
produce a different result since neither PSO nor GA are complete enumeration techniques that will
explore ever solution. PSO and GA have some randomness to them, which leads to different results
being generated per run. The optimal solution resulted in revenue of $357,402,132.00 which translates to
a profit of $0.54 per gallon of biofuel that was produced.

Figure 26: PSO Evolution
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The annual and monthly
m
purrchasing, pro
ocessing, invventory, trannsportation, ooperating, annd harvest
unit costs caan be seen in
n Table 5. Th
he table also
o shows the pprofit and revvenue obtainned per monnth as well
as the total amounts. The
T month with
w the hig
ghest profit was May siince it has nno open inttermediate
n train transsportation. A
As shown inn Table 5 and Figure 27, train
warehouses and relies heavily on
transportatio
on cost was the lowest followed
fo
by truck
t
transpoortation costt. Just like inn the results generated
by GA, the two
t highest costs are pro
ocessing and
d purchasingg.
Taable 5: Annu
ual and Montthly Costs, R
Revenue andd Profit-PSO
O
Month
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Processing Co
ost
$ 6,506
6,700.00 $ 7,752
2,400.00 $ 7,82
29,000.00 $ 10,18
80,100.00 $ 11,15
59,000.00 $11,2
200,300.00 $ 10,5
521,300.00
Purchasing Co
ost
$ 6,506
6,700.00 $ 7,752
2,400.00 $ 5,480,300.00 $ 7,12
26,070.00 $ 7,811,300.00 $ 7,8
840,210.00 $ 10,5
521,300.00
Inventory Costt
$ 502
2,870.68 $ 553
3,196.96 $ 24
43,131.60 $ 24
44,072.04 $ 24
44,463.60 $ 244,480.12
2
$ 244,208.52
2
626.32 $
892.72 $
90,498.42 $
Transportation
n Truck $ 104
4,627.74 $ 124
4,658.59 $
8
82,255.21
$
8,927.20 $
$
8,501.21
Transportation
n Train $
$
$
6,263.20 $
$
Operating Cosst
$ 1,786
6,666.67 $ 1,786
6,666.67 $ 1,72
26,666.67 $ 1,72
26,666.67 $ 1,72
26,666.67 $ 1,7
726,666.67 $ 1,7
726,666.67
Harvest Unit
$ 1,208
8,333.33 $ 1,208
8,333.33 $ 1,20
08,333.33 $ 1,20
08,333.33 $ 1,20
08,333.33 $ 1,2
208,333.33 $ 1,2
208,333.33
$ 21,081
1,708.00 $25,117
7,776.00 $ 25,36
65,960.00 $ 32,98
83,524.00 $ 36,15
55,160.00 $36,2
288,972.00 $ 34,0
089,012.00
Revenue
Profit
$ 4,465
5,809.58 $ 5,940
0,120.45 $ 8,87
71,638.88 $ 12,41
16,026.75 $ 13,99
95,576.48 $13,9
978,483.46 $ 9,8
858,702.27

Month
8
9
10
11
12
C
$ 11,210,400.00 $ 6,306,100.00 $ 10,155,000.00
0 $ 9,051,800..00 $ 8,437,20
00.00
Processing Cost
Purchasing Cost
C
$ 11,210,400.00 $ 6,306,100.00 $ 10,155,000.00
0 $ 9,051,800..00 $ 8,437,20
00.00
Inventory Cost
$ 692,900.16 $ 242,522.44 $ 244,062.00
0 $ 605,692..72 $ 580,86
62.88
0 $
73,138..54 $ 134,99
95.20
50,953.29 $
Transportatiion Truck $ 180,263.23 $
82,052.40
Transportatiion Train $
$
6
67.50
$
7,241..44 $
$
Operating Cost
C
$ 1,786,666.67 $ 1,726,666.67 $ 1,726,666.67
7 $ 1,786,666..67 $ 1,786,66
66.67
Harvest Uniit
$ 1,208,333.33 $ 1,208,333.33 $ 1,208,333.33
3 $ 1,208,333..33 $ 1,208,33
33.33
Revenue
$ 36
6,321,696.00 $ 20,431,764.00 $ 32,902,200.00
0 $ 29,327,832..00 $ 27,336,52
28.00
$ 10
0,032,732.61 $ 4,591,088.27 $ 9,331,085.60
0 $ 7,543,159..30 $ 6,751,20
02.42
Profit

Ann
nual Cossts
Processing Co
ost

Purchasing Cost

Inventory Cost

Transportatio
on Truck

Tran
nsportation Trrain

Operatin
ng Cost

Harvest Unit
0.01%

8.42%
8

5.81%
44.19%

0.37%
0
1.86
6%

39.34%

Figu
ure 27: PSO
O Annual Cosst Percentagge
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To
otal
$ 110,30
09,300.00
$ 98,19
98,780.00
$ 4,64
42,463.72
$
92
24,961.66
$
31,000.55
$ 21,02
20,000.00
$ 14,50
00,000.00
$ 357,40
02,132.00
$ 107,77
75,626.07

The optimal solution obtained by PSO has the following characteristics (see Figure 28):


Switchgrass is harvested and processed during January, February, July, August,
September, October, November and December.



Corn Stalk is bought and processed only during the month of June.



Wheat Straw is bought and processed during March, April, and May.

The optimal solution has five intermediate warehouses open; one of these five warehouses is
open during January, February, August, November, and December. The residue that was generated by
the biorefining processed amounted to a total of 22,061.86 dry tons that were recirculated back to
Switchgrass fields 1, 2, 5, 7, 9, and 10. The stopping criterion used to produce these results was 100
iterations. Finally, the amount of time it took PSO to produce an optimal solution was 36.35 seconds.

Amount of Biomass Processed
120000

Amount (Tons)

100000
80000
60000

Wheat Straw

40000

Corn Stalk
Switchgrass

20000
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12

Month

Figure 28: Amount of Biomass Processed-PSO
5.2.4

PSO Sensitivity Analysis
The parameters that have an impact on how Particle Swarm Optimization behaves are  ,  , the

number of particles in the swarm, and finally, the number of iterations the algorithm is run. The settings
that were used for the results section were:  was initially set to 0.4,  was initially set to 0.6, swarm
size was set to be 20 particles, and the number of iterations or stopping criterion was 100. These
parameters were varied in the following ranges:
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 between 0 and 1 in increments of 0.05



 between 0 and 1 in increments of 0.05



Swarm size between 20 and 150 in increments of 5



Number of iterations between 50 and 500 in increments of 25
Table 6: PSO Sensitivity Analysis

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Alpha
0.3
0.1
0.65
0.5
0.2
0.15
0.35
0.75
0.45
0.95
0.55
0.9
0.85
0.4
0.6
0.8

Beta
0.35
0.4
0.3
0.5
0.05
1
0.55
0.9
0.6
0.25
0.8
0.1
0.85
0.75
0.7
0.95

Swarm Size
80
90
40
75
25
120
110
115
145
105
20
70
140
65
30
125

Generations
425
200
325
450
100
475
350
250
50
125
225
25
150
400
375
275

Profit
$ 111,515,558.36
$ 112,322,322.42
$ 111,206,864.18
$ 118,197,321.42
$ 99,649,108.14
$ 117,387,813.44
$ 127,625,151.59
$ 109,957,403.00
$ 102,120,478.81
$ 108,179,034.35
$ 111,972,976.94
$ 103,999,666.51
$ 106,775,274.62
$ 112,837,834.60
$ 110,090,529.30
$ 106,903,814.32

Revenue
Generation
Gallons
$ 371,160,468.00
412 206,200,260.00
$ 364,355,172.00
71 202,419,540.00
$ 372,254,616.00
100 206,808,120.00
$ 383,409,936.00
372 213,005,520.00
$ 336,664,512.00
63 187,035,840.00
$ 390,739,140.00
293 217,077,300.00
$ 418,852,296.00
133 232,695,720.00
$ 322,540,704.00
67 179,189,280.00
$ 338,482,476.00
18 188,045,820.00
$ 355,444,524.00
82 197,469,180.00
$ 370,067,616.00
206 205,593,120.00
$ 345,719,664.00
25 192,066,480.00
$ 352,381,428.00
64 195,767,460.00
$ 373,865,220.00
280 207,702,900.00
$ 357,809,724.00
121 198,783,180.00
$ 351,864,000.00
247 195,480,000.00

As shown in Table 6, the highest profit was obtained when the  value is 57% greater than  .
This is in accordance with the information given by Trelea (2003), who suggests that the exploration or
social component of the velocity formula should be given more importance than the exploitation or
cognitive component of the velocity formula. It can also be noted that this solution with the highest
profit, has a high number of particles in the swarm. This allows each generation to have a greater chance
to reach the optimal solution. This fact, combined with the high number of iterations allows the
algorithm to travel through a bigger area of the search space, which will therefore allow it to attain a
solution with a higher profit. This solution yields a profit of $127,625,151.59 and revenue of
$418,852,296. The unit profit given by this particle is $0.55 per gallon of biofuel produced. The good
balance provided by the combination of parameters allows a near-optimal solution to be reached early
on, during iteration 133 out of 350.
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The results obtained from the application of the two previously described optimization methods
are presented in this chapter. The next and final chapter will introduce some conclusions and the
possible future research areas that can be explored with this problem and the methodology presented in
this thesis
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and Future Research
This thesis described the need to transition from fossil fuels to biofuels using biomass in chapter
1 and detailed previous work by different authors who approached this task using various mathematical
methods as well as reviewed possible metaheuristic methods that could be used in chapter 2. A model
and problem description were given in chapter 3 along with the framework used during the approach to
the biomass-to-biofuel problem. Chapter 4 presented the two different metaheuristic optimization
methods that were used to solve the problem, their main characteristics, parameters and the approach
that was developed for this problem. The results of these two approaches were depicted in chapter 5
along with the numerical example that was used as basis for the solutions that were obtained. Finally,
this chapter will make a few final remarks and explain where this problem could be taken in future
research.
A single objective Genetic Algorithm and Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm for a logistics
system optimization with multiple types of feedstock were presented in this thesis. The algorithms
presented a higher profit than what was obtained by Zhu & Yao (2011). The optimization techniques
used do present advantages over the previously used mathematical methods, the main one being the
reduction of time in which a solution to the problem can be obtained. The Genetic Algorithm
outperformed the Particle Swarm Optimization method by yielding a higher profit. With one of the main
contributions of approaching this problem being the minimization of the use of fossil fuels and ease of
transition to biofuels, the model presented can easily be converted to a multi-objective model. An
additional objective that could be considered is the minimization of the environmental impact of the
biomass-to-biofuel process, including harvesting stages, transportation and biofuel production. The
model could also be enlarged to include the second half of the biomass-to-biofuel logistics, getting the
biofuel to the consumers. Even though, this part of the logistics system was not considered, it also has an
impact on the environmental and economic factors that motivate or detract supporters to this type of
renewable energy.
Finally, during future research, this problem and model can be approached utilizing different
metaheuristic optimization methods such as Ant Colony Optimization, Bee Colony Optimization,
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Simulated Annealing, and many more. These methods can be compared to the two that were presented
in this thesis in order to fulfill the ultimate goal of designing and optimizing the logistics system of the
biomass-to-biofuel problem and minimizing costs. As the costs of this system become lower, the use of
biomass will gain more supporters and investors who will be endowing what could represent the future
of our country.
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Appendix A: Matlab Code for Genetic Algorithm
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tic
clear
clc
popsize=50;
generations=100;
perc=.7;
mutation=.01;
transportation=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 2 2 2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0];
x=1;
while x<=popsize
l=1;
%%generar meses
months_short=randperm(12);
s=size(months_short,2);
%%generar tipo de biomass
for i=1:s
if
months_short(1,i)==1||months_short(1,i)==2||months_short(1,i)==7||months_short(1,i)
==8||months_short(1,i)==9||months_short(1,i)==10||months_short(1,i)==11||months_sho
rt(1,i)==12
btype(1,i)=1;
else
btype(1,i)=2+1.*round(rand(1,1));
end
end
j=1;
%%generar field of origin
m2=randperm(10);
tttt=1;
%
m3=10.+randperm(2)
%
m4=12.+randperm(2)
while j<=s
if btype(1,j)==1
field(1,j)=m2(tttt);
j=1+size(field,2);
tttt=tttt+1;
elseif btype(1,j)==2
field(1,j)=11+1.*round(rand(1,1));
j=1+size(field,2);
else
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field(1,j)=13+1.*round(rand(1,1));
j=1+size(field,2);
end
end
field_short(:,:)=field(1,1:s);
%%generar # of tons processed
for k=1:s
tons(1,k)=30000+round(90000*rand(1,1));
end
%%generar biorefineries
bioref(:,1:s)=3.*ones(1,1:s);
%%tons of residue
for o=1:s
if bioref(1,o)==3
tons_res(1,o)=2*0.01*tons(1,o);
else
tons_res(1,o)=0.01*tons(1,o);
end
end
sumas=sum(tons_res,2);
%%residue recirculated to field
for p=1:s
field_recir(1,p)=1+round(9*rand(1,1));
end
%%in-field warehouse
infwareh(:,1:s)=field_recir(1,1:s);
%%# of tons of residue stored
tons_res_st(:,1:s)=tons_res(:,1:s);
%%type of biomass stored
btype_stored(:,1:s)=2.*ones(1,1:s);
%%type of biomass transported
btype_transp(:,1:s)=btype(1,1:s);
%%from-field
field_from(:,1:s)=field_short(1,1:s);
%%intermediate warehouse open
for q=1:s
if
field_from(1,q)==11||field_from(1,q)==12||field_from(1,q)==13||field_from(1,q)==14
int_wareh_open(1,q)=0;
else
int_wareh_open(1,q)=round(rand(1,1));
end
end
%%intermediate warehouse
for r=1:s
if int_wareh_open(1,r)==0
int_wareh(1,r)=0;
else
int_wareh(1,r)=15+round(2*rand(1,1));
end
end
%%transportation type
for t=1:s
if int_wareh(1,t)==0
trans_type(1,t)=0;
else
trans_type(1,t)=transportation(field_from(1,t),int_wareh(1,t));
end
end
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%%to biorefinery
for u=1:s
if bioref(1,u)==1
bio_to(1,u)=18;
elseif bioref(1,u)==2
bio_to(1,u)=19;
else
bio_to(1,u)=20;
end
end
%%transportation type
for v=1:s
if int_wareh_open(1,v)==0
trans_type_1(1,v)=transportation(field_from(1,v),bio_to(1,v));
else
trans_type_1(1,v)=transportation(int_wareh(1,v),bio_to(1,v));
end
end
%%# of tons transported
tons_trans(:,1:s)=tons(1,1:s);
%%residue transported
resi_trans(1,1:s)=4*ones(1,1:s);
%%residue from
resi_from(1,1:s)=bio_to(1,1:s);
%%to field
resi_to(1,1:s)=infwareh(1,1:s);
%%residue transportation type
for w=1:s
resi_trans_type(1,w)=transportation(resi_from(1,w),resi_to(1,w));
end
%%# of tons of residue transported
tons_resi_trans(1,1:s)=tons_res_st(1,1:s);
chr=[months_short; btype; field_short; tons; bioref; tons_res; field_recir;
infwareh; tons_res_st; btype_stored; btype_transp; field_from; int_wareh_open;
int_wareh; trans_type; bio_to; trans_type_1; tons_trans; resi_trans; resi_from;
resi_to; resi_trans_type; tons_resi_trans];
%%constraint of minimum and maximum of tons stored at biorefineries
suma=sum(chr(4,:),2)*2;
if suma(1,1)>2100000
constraint1(1,1)=0;
else
constraint1(1,1)=1;
end

if constraint1(1,1)==0
clearvars bio_to bioref btype btype_stored btype_transp chr chr1 field
field_from field_recir field_short
clearvars i infwareh int_wareh int_wareh_open j k l m m1 m2 month months
months_short n o p q r resi_from resi_to
clearvars resi_trans resi_trans_type t tons tons_res tons_res_st
tons_resi_trans tons_trans trans_type trans_type_1
clearvars u v w y z is1 aa bb sum_tons sum_tons_final suma constraint1 cc
switch_prod
continue
else
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chr1=[months_short, btype, field_short, tons, bioref, tons_res, field_recir,
infwareh, tons_res_st, btype_stored, btype_transp, field_from, int_wareh_open,
int_wareh, trans_type, bio_to, trans_type_1, tons_trans, resi_trans, resi_from,
resi_to, resi_trans_type, tons_resi_trans];
if x==1
chrom1(:,:)=chr(:,:);
elseif x==2
chrom2(:,:)=chr(:,:);
else
chrom3(:,:)=chr(:,:);
end
population(x,:)=chr1(:,:);
clearvars bio_to bioref btype btype_stored btype_transp chr chr1 field
field_from field_recir field_short
clearvars i infwareh int_wareh int_wareh_open j k l m m1 m2 month months
months_short n o p q r resi_from resi_to
clearvars resi_trans resi_trans_type t tons tons_res tons_res_st
tons_resi_trans tons_trans trans_type trans_type_1
clearvars u v w y z is1 aa bb sum_tons sum_tons_final suma constraint1 cc
switch_prod
if size(population,1)<=popsize
x=x+1;
else
x=x;
end
end
end
%%processing cost
for dd=1:popsize
processing_cost(dd,1)=50*sum(population(dd,37:48))*2;
end
%%feedstock purchasing cost
for ee=1:popsize
for ff=1:s
if population(ee,(ff+s))==1
switchgrass(1,ff)=population(ee,(ff+36));
stalk_straw(1,ff)=0;
else
switchgrass(1,ff)=0;
stalk_straw(1,ff)=population(ee,(ff+36));
end
end
feed_purch_cost(ee,1)=50*sum(switchgrass)*2+35*sum(stalk_straw)*2;
clearvars ff switchgrass stalk_straw
end
%%inventory cost
for gg=1:popsize
residue_sum(gg,1)=sum(population(gg,61:72));
for hh=1:s
if population(gg,(hh+144))==1
int_warehouse(1,hh)=population(gg,(hh+36));
else
int_warehouse(1,hh)=0;
end
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end
int_warehouse_sum(gg,1)=sum(int_warehouse);
for ii=1:s
is2=ismember(population(gg,1:s),ii);
for jj=1:s
if is2(1,jj)==0
sum_tons1(1,jj)=0;
else
sum_tons1(1,jj)=population(gg,jj+36);
end
end
sum_tons1(sum_tons1==0)=[];
if isempty(sum_tons1)==1
sum_tons_final1(ii,1)=0;
else
sum_tons_final1(ii,1:size(sum_tons1,2))=sum_tons1(1,:);
end
end
suma1(1:s,1)=sum(sum_tons_final1,2);
suma1=suma1';
for kk=1:12
if suma1(1,kk)>60000
in_bio(1,kk)=60000;
else
in_bio(1,kk)=suma1(1,kk);
end
end
in_bio_sum(gg,1)=sum(in_bio);
inventory_cost(gg,1)=2*(residue_sum(gg,1)+int_warehouse_sum(gg,1)*2+in_bio_sum(gg,1
)*2);
end
%%transportation cost by trucks
for ll=1:popsize
for mm=1:s
if population(ll,(mm+168))==1
transported1(1,mm)=population(ll,(mm+204));
else
transported1(1,mm)=0;
end
if population(ll,(mm+192))==1
transported2(1,mm)=population(ll,(mm+204));
else
transported2(1,mm)=0;
end
if population(ll,(mm+252))==1
transported3(1,mm)=population(ll,(mm+264));
else
transported3(1,mm)=0;
end
end
truck_transport(ll,1)=.4*(sum(transported1)*2+sum(transported2)*2+sum(transported3)
);
end
%%transportation cost by train
for nn=1:popsize
for oo=1:s
if population(nn,(oo+168))==2
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transported4(1,oo)=population(nn,(oo+204));
else
transported4(1,oo)=0;
end
if population(nn,(oo+192))==2
transported5(1,oo)=population(nn,(oo+204));
else
transported5(1,oo)=0;
end
if population(nn,(oo+252))==2
transported6(1,oo)=population(nn,(oo+264));
else
transported6(1,oo)=0;
end
end
train_transport(nn,1)=.04*(sum(transported4)*2+sum(transported5)*2+sum(transported6
));
end
%%operation cost of warehouses and biorefineries
for pp=1:popsize
location=find(population(pp,145:156));
months_int_wareh=population(pp,(location));
months_intwarehouse=unique(months_int_wareh);
size=size(months_intwarehouse,2);
operation_cost_wb(pp,1)=12*30000*2+10000000*2+60000*size;
clearvars location months_int_wareh months_intwarehouse size
end
%%operation cost for harvest units
for qq=1:popsize
for rr=1:s
if population(qq,(rr+s))==1
switchgrass1(1,rr)=population(qq,(rr+36));
else
switchgrass1(1,rr)=0;
end
end
total_switchgrass=sum(switchgrass1)*2;
number_units(qq,1)=total_switchgrass/8/7200;
operation_cost(qq,1)=580000*ceil(number_units(qq,1));
end
%%revenue
for ss=1:popsize
total_processed=sum(population(ss,37:48))*2;
revenue(ss,1)=1.8*90*total_processed;
end
%%profit
for tt=1:popsize
profit(tt,1)=revenue(tt,1)-processing_cost(tt,1)-feed_purch_cost(tt,1)inventory_cost(tt,1)-truck_transport(tt,1)-train_transport(tt,1)operation_cost_wb(tt,1)-operation_cost(tt,1);
end
%%rank selection
[profit_sort,order]=sort(profit, 'descend');
pop2(:,:)=population(order,:);
rank_perc=round(perc*popsize);
red_pop(1:rank_perc,:)=pop2(1:rank_perc,:);
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%%single point crossover
counter=1;
for uu=1:rank_perc-1
child1_1(1,1:36)=red_pop(uu,1:36);
child1_2(1,1:12)=[red_pop(uu,37:42) red_pop(uu+1,43:48)];
child1_3(1,1:12)=red_pop(uu,49:60);
for ww=1:s
child1_4(1,ww)=2*0.01*child1_2(1,ww);
end
child1_5(1,1:12)=[red_pop(uu,73:78) red_pop(uu+1,79:84)];
child1_6(1,1:12)=child1_5(1,1:12);
child1_7(1,1:12)=child1_4(1,1:12);
child1_8(1,1:36)=red_pop(uu,109:144);
child1_9(1,1:12)=[red_pop(uu,145:150) red_pop(uu+1,151:156)];
for xx=1:s
if child1_9(1,xx)==0
child1_10(1,xx)=0;
else
child1_10(1,xx)=15+round(2*rand(1,1));
end
end
for yy=1:s
if child1_10(1,yy)==0
child1_11(1,yy)=0;
else
child1_11(1,yy)=transportation(child1_8(1,yy+24),child1_10(1,yy));
end
end
child1_12(1,1:12)=red_pop(uu,181:192);
for zz=1:s
if child1_9(1,zz)==0
child1_13(1,zz)=transportation(child1_8(1,zz+24),child1_12(1,zz));
else
child1_13(1,zz)=transportation(child1_10(1,zz),child1_12(1,zz));
end
end
child1_14(1,1:12)=child1_2(1,1:12);
child1_15(1,1:24)=red_pop(uu,217:240);
child1_16(1,1:12)=child1_6(1,1:12);
for aaa=1:s
child1_17(1,aaa)=transportation(child1_15(1,aaa+12),child1_16(1,aaa));
end
child1_18(1,1:12)=child1_7(1,1:12);
child1=[child1_1 child1_2 child1_3 child1_4 child1_5 child1_6 child1_7 child1_8
child1_9 child1_10 child1_11 child1_12 child1_13 child1_14 child1_15 child1_16
child1_17 child1_18];
%child 2
child2_1(1,1:36)=red_pop(uu+1,1:36);
child2_2(1,1:12)=[red_pop(uu+1,37:42) red_pop(uu,43:48)];
child2_3(1,1:12)=red_pop(uu+1,49:60);
for ww=1:s
child2_4(1,ww)=2*0.01*child2_2(1,ww);
end
child2_5(1,1:12)=[red_pop(uu+1,73:78) red_pop(uu,79:84)];
child2_6(1,1:12)=child2_5(1,1:12);
child2_7(1,1:12)=child2_4(1,1:12);
child2_8(1,1:36)=red_pop(uu+1,109:144);
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child2_9(1,1:12)=[red_pop(uu+1,145:150) red_pop(uu,151:156)];
for xx=1:s
if child2_9(1,xx)==0
child2_10(1,xx)=0;
else
child2_10(1,xx)=15+round(2*rand(1,1));
end
end
for yy=1:s
if child2_10(1,yy)==0
child2_11(1,yy)=0;
else
child2_11(1,yy)=transportation(child2_8(1,yy+24),child2_10(1,yy));
end
end
child2_12(1,1:12)=red_pop(uu+1,181:192);
for zz=1:s
if child2_9(1,zz)==0
child2_13(1,zz)=transportation(child2_8(1,zz+24),child2_12(1,zz));
else
child2_13(1,zz)=transportation(child2_10(1,zz),child2_12(1,zz));
end
end
child2_14(1,1:12)=child2_2(1,1:12);
child2_15(1,1:24)=red_pop(uu+1,217:240);
child2_16(1,1:12)=child2_6(1,1:12);
for aaa=1:s
child2_17(1,aaa)=transportation(child2_15(1,aaa+12),child2_16(1,aaa));
end
child2_18(1,1:12)=child2_7(1,1:12);
child2=[child2_1 child2_2 child2_3 child2_4 child2_5 child2_6 child2_7 child2_8
child2_9 child2_10 child2_11 child2_12 child2_13 child2_14 child2_15 child2_16
child2_17 child2_18];
children([counter counter+1],:)=[child1;child2];
counter=counter+2;
end
child=[children(1,1:12);children(1,13:24);children(1,25:36);children(1,37:48);child
ren(1,49:60);children(1,61:72);children(1,73:84);children(1,85:96);children(1,97:10
8);children(1,109:120);children(1,121:132);children(1,133:144);children(1,145:156);
children(1,157:168);children(1,169:180);children(1,181:192);children(1,193:204);chi
ldren(1,205:216);children(1,217:228);children(1,229:240);children(1,241:252);childr
en(1,253:264);children(1,265:276)];
children_red(1:popsize,:)=children(1:popsize,:);
%%mutation 1%
mutation_perc=ceil(mutation*size(children_red,1));
if mutation_perc>1
row_mutation(1,1)=1+round((popsize-1)*rand(1,1));
else
row_mutation(1,size(mutation_perc,2))=1+round((popsize1)*rand(1,mutation_perc));
end
places=randperm(12);
for bbb=1:size(row_mutation,2)
mutated_child(1,:)=children_red(row_mutation(1,bbb),:);
mutatedchild1_1(1,1:36)=mutated_child(1,1:36)
;
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places_switch(1,1:2)=places(1,1:2);
mutatedchild1_2(1,1:12)=mutated_child(1,37:48);
mutatedchild1_2(1,[places_switch(1,1)
places_switch(1,2)])=mutatedchild1_2(1,[places_switch(1,2) places_switch(1,1)]);
mutatedchild1_3(1,1:12)=mutated_child(1,49:60);
for ccc=1:s
mutatedchild1_4(1,ccc)=2*0.01*mutatedchild1_2(1,ccc);
end
mutatedchild1_5(1,1:12)=mutated_child(1,73:84)
;
mutatedchild1_5(1,[places_switch(1,1)
places_switch(1,2)])=mutatedchild1_5(1,[places_switch(1,2) places_switch(1,1)]);
mutatedchild1_6(1,1:12)=mutatedchild1_5(1,1:12);
mutatedchild1_7(1,1:12)=mutatedchild1_4(1,1:12);
mutatedchild1_8(1,1:36)=mutated_child(1,109:144);
mutatedchild1_9(1,1:12)=mutated_child(1,145:156);
mutatedchild1_9(1,[places_switch(1,1)
places_switch(1,2)])=mutatedchild1_9(1,[places_switch(1,2) places_switch(1,1)]);
for ddd=1:s
if mutatedchild1_9(1,ddd)==0
mutatedchild1_10(1,ddd)=0;
else
mutatedchild1_10(1,ddd)=15+round(2*rand(1,1));
end
end
for eee=1:s
if mutatedchild1_10(1,eee)==0
mutatedchild1_11(1,eee)=0;
else
mutatedchild1_11(1,eee)=transportation(mutatedchild1_8(1,eee+24),mutatedchild1_10(1
,eee));
end
end
mutatedchild1_12(1,1:12)=mutated_child(1,181:192);
for fff=1:s
if mutatedchild1_9(1,fff)==0
mutatedchild1_13(1,fff)=transportation(mutatedchild1_8(1,fff+24),mutatedchild1_12(1
,fff));
else
mutatedchild1_13(1,fff)=transportation(mutatedchild1_10(1,fff),mutatedchild1_12(1,f
ff));
end
end
mutatedchild1_14(1,1:12)=mutatedchild1_2(1,1:12);
mutatedchild1_15(1,1:24)=mutated_child(1,217:240);
mutatedchild1_16(1,1:12)=mutatedchild1_6(1,1:12);
for ggg=1:s
mutatedchild1_17(1,ggg)=transportation(mutatedchild1_15(1,ggg+12),mutatedchild1_16(
1,ggg));
end
mutatedchild1_18(1,1:12)=mutatedchild1_7(1,1:12);
mutatedchild1=[mutatedchild1_1 mutatedchild1_2 mutatedchild1_3 mutatedchild1_4
mutatedchild1_5 mutatedchild1_6 mutatedchild1_7 mutatedchild1_8 mutatedchild1_9
mutatedchild1_10 mutatedchild1_11 mutatedchild1_12 mutatedchild1_13
mutatedchild1_14 mutatedchild1_15 mutatedchild1_16 mutatedchild1_17
mutatedchild1_18];
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end
children_red(row_mutation(1,1),:)=mutatedchild1(1,:);
best_profit1=profit_sort(1,1);
clearvars aaa bbb ccc child child1 child1_1 child1_10 child1_11 child1_12 child1_13
child1_14 child1_15 child1_16 child1_17 child1_18 child1_2 child1_3 child1_4
child1_5 child1_6 child1_7
clearvars child1_8 child1_9 child2 child2_1 child2_10 child2_11 child2_12 child2_13
child2_14 child2_15 child2_16 child2_17 child2_18 child2_2 child2_3 child2_4
child2_5 child2_6 child2_7
clearvars child2_8 child2_9 children chrom1 chrom2 chrom3 counter dd ddd ee eee
feed_purch_cost fff gg ggg hh ii in_bio in_bio_sum int_warehouse int_warehouse_sum
inventory_cost is2 jj kk
clearvars ll mm mutated_child mutatedchild1 mutatedchild1_1 mutatedchild1_11
mutatedchild1_12 mutatedchild1_13 mutatedchild1_14 mutatedchild1_15
mutatedchild1_16 mutatedchild1_17 mutatedchild1_18
clearvars mutatedchild1_2 mutatedchild1_3 mutatedchild1_4 mutatedchild1_5
mutatedchild1_6 mutatedchild1_7 mutatedchild1_8 mutatedchild1_9 mutation_perc nn
number_units oo operation_cost operation_cost_wb
clearvars order places places_switch pop2 population pp processing_cost profit
profit_sort qq rank_perc red_pop residue_sum revenue row_mutation rr ss sum_tons1
sum_tons_final1 suma1 switchgrass1
clearvars total_processed total_switchgrass train_transport transported1
transported2 transported3 transported4 transported5 transported6 truck_transport tt
uu ww x xx yy zz
%%End first iteration

for hhh=1:generations-1
%%processing cost
for dd=1:popsize
processing_cost(dd,1)=50*sum(children_red(dd,37:48))*2;
end
%%feedstock purchasing cost
for ee=1:popsize
for ff=1:s
if children_red(ee,(ff+s))==1
switchgrass(1,ff)=children_red(ee,(ff+36));
stalk_straw(1,ff)=0;
else
switchgrass(1,ff)=0;
stalk_straw(1,ff)=children_red(ee,(ff+36));
end
end
feed_purch_cost(ee,1)=50*sum(switchgrass)*2+35*sum(stalk_straw)*2;
clearvars ff switchgrass stalk_straw
end
%%inventory cost
for gg=1:popsize
residue_sum(gg,1)=sum(children_red(gg,61:72));
for hh=1:s
if children_red(gg,(hh+144))==1
int_warehouse(1,hh)=children_red(gg,(hh+36));
else
int_warehouse(1,hh)=0;
end
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end
int_warehouse_sum(gg,1)=sum(int_warehouse);
for ii=1:s
is2=ismember(children_red(gg,1:s),ii);
for jj=1:s
if is2(1,jj)==0
sum_tons1(1,jj)=0;
else
sum_tons1(1,jj)=children_red(gg,jj+36);
end
end
sum_tons1(sum_tons1==0)=[];
if isempty(sum_tons1)==1
sum_tons_final1(ii,1)=0;
else
sum_tons_final1(ii,1:size(sum_tons1,2))=sum_tons1(1,:);
end
end
suma1(1:s,1)=sum(sum_tons_final1,2);
suma1=suma1';
for kk=1:12
if suma1(1,kk)>60000
in_bio(1,kk)=60000;
else
in_bio(1,kk)=suma1(1,kk);
end
end
in_bio_sum(gg,1)=sum(in_bio);
inventory_cost(gg,1)=2*(residue_sum(gg,1)+int_warehouse_sum(gg,1)*2+in_bio_sum(gg,1
)*2);
end
%%transportation cost by trucks
for ll=1:popsize
for mm=1:s
if children_red(ll,(mm+168))==1
transported1(1,mm)=children_red(ll,(mm+204));
else
transported1(1,mm)=0;
end
if children_red(ll,(mm+192))==1
transported2(1,mm)=children_red(ll,(mm+204));
else
transported2(1,mm)=0;
end
if children_red(ll,(mm+252))==1
transported3(1,mm)=children_red(ll,(mm+264));
else
transported3(1,mm)=0;
end
end
truck_transport(ll,1)=.4*(sum(transported1)*2+sum(transported2)*2+sum(transported3)
);
end
%%transportation cost by train
for nn=1:popsize
for oo=1:s
if children_red(nn,(oo+168))==2
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transported4(1,oo)=children_red(nn,(oo+204));
else
transported4(1,oo)=0;
end
if children_red(nn,(oo+192))==2
transported5(1,oo)=children_red(nn,(oo+204));
else
transported5(1,oo)=0;
end
if children_red(nn,(oo+252))==2
transported6(1,oo)=children_red(nn,(oo+264));
else
transported6(1,oo)=0;
end
end
train_transport(nn,1)=.04*(sum(transported4)*2+sum(transported5)*2+sum(transported6
));
end
%%operation cost of warehouses and biorefineries
for pp=1:popsize
location=find(children_red(pp,145:156));
months_int_wareh=children_red(pp,(location));
months_intwarehouse=unique(months_int_wareh);
ise=isempty(location);
if ise==1
size=0;
else
size=size(months_intwarehouse,2);
end
operation_cost_wb(pp,1)=12*30000*2+10000000*2+60000*size;
clearvars location months_int_wareh months_intwarehouse size
end
%%operation cost for harvest units
for qq=1:popsize
for rr=1:s
if children_red(qq,(rr+s))==1
switchgrass1(1,rr)=children_red(qq,(rr+36));
else
switchgrass1(1,rr)=0;
end
end
total_switchgrass=sum(switchgrass1)*2;
number_units(qq,1)=total_switchgrass/8/7200;
operation_cost(qq,1)=580000*ceil(number_units(qq,1));
end
%%revenue
for ss=1:popsize
total_processed=sum(children_red(ss,37:48))*2;
revenue(ss,1)=1.8*90*total_processed;
end
%%profit
for tt=1:popsize
profit(tt,1)=revenue(tt,1)-processing_cost(tt,1)-feed_purch_cost(tt,1)inventory_cost(tt,1)-truck_transport(tt,1)-train_transport(tt,1)operation_cost_wb(tt,1)-operation_cost(tt,1);
end
%%rank selection
[profit_sort,order]=sort(profit, 'descend');
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pop2(:,:)=children_red(order,:);
rank_perc=round(perc*popsize);
red_pop(1:rank_perc,:)=pop2(1:rank_perc,:);
%%single point crossover
counter=1;
for uu=1:rank_perc-1
child1_1(1,1:36)=red_pop(uu,1:36);
child1_2(1,1:12)=[red_pop(uu,37:42) red_pop(uu+1,43:48)];
child1_3(1,1:12)=red_pop(uu,49:60);
for ww=1:s
child1_4(1,ww)=2*0.01*child1_2(1,ww);
end
child1_5(1,1:12)=[red_pop(uu,73:78) red_pop(uu+1,79:84)];
child1_6(1,1:12)=child1_5(1,1:12);
child1_7(1,1:12)=child1_4(1,1:12);
child1_8(1,1:36)=red_pop(uu,109:144);
child1_9(1,1:12)=[red_pop(uu,145:150) red_pop(uu+1,151:156)];
for xx=1:s
if child1_9(1,xx)==0
child1_10(1,xx)=0;
else
child1_10(1,xx)=15+round(2*rand(1,1));
end
end
for yy=1:s
if child1_10(1,yy)==0
child1_11(1,yy)=0;
else
child1_11(1,yy)=transportation(child1_8(1,yy+24),child1_10(1,yy));
end
end
child1_12(1,1:12)=red_pop(uu,181:192);
for zz=1:s
if child1_9(1,zz)==0
child1_13(1,zz)=transportation(child1_8(1,zz+24),child1_12(1,zz));
else
child1_13(1,zz)=transportation(child1_10(1,zz),child1_12(1,zz));
end
end
child1_14(1,1:12)=child1_2(1,1:12);
child1_15(1,1:24)=red_pop(uu,217:240);
child1_16(1,1:12)=child1_6(1,1:12);
for aaa=1:s
child1_17(1,aaa)=transportation(child1_15(1,aaa+12),child1_16(1,aaa));
end
child1_18(1,1:12)=child1_7(1,1:12);
child1=[child1_1 child1_2 child1_3 child1_4 child1_5 child1_6 child1_7
child1_8 child1_9 child1_10 child1_11 child1_12 child1_13 child1_14 child1_15
child1_16 child1_17 child1_18];
%child 2
child2_1(1,1:36)=red_pop(uu+1,1:36);
child2_2(1,1:12)=[red_pop(uu+1,37:42) red_pop(uu,43:48)];
child2_3(1,1:12)=red_pop(uu+1,49:60);
for ww=1:s
child2_4(1,ww)=2*0.01*child2_2(1,ww);
end
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child2_5(1,1:12)=[red_pop(uu+1,73:78) red_pop(uu,79:84)];
child2_6(1,1:12)=child2_5(1,1:12);
child2_7(1,1:12)=child2_4(1,1:12);
child2_8(1,1:36)=red_pop(uu+1,109:144);
child2_9(1,1:12)=[red_pop(uu+1,145:150) red_pop(uu,151:156)];
for xx=1:s
if child2_9(1,xx)==0
child2_10(1,xx)=0;
else
child2_10(1,xx)=15+round(2*rand(1,1));
end
end
for yy=1:s
if child2_10(1,yy)==0
child2_11(1,yy)=0;
else
child2_11(1,yy)=transportation(child2_8(1,yy+24),child2_10(1,yy));
end
end
child2_12(1,1:12)=red_pop(uu+1,181:192);
for zz=1:s
if child2_9(1,zz)==0
child2_13(1,zz)=transportation(child2_8(1,zz+24),child2_12(1,zz));
else
child2_13(1,zz)=transportation(child2_10(1,zz),child2_12(1,zz));
end
end
child2_14(1,1:12)=child2_2(1,1:12);
child2_15(1,1:24)=red_pop(uu+1,217:240);
child2_16(1,1:12)=child2_6(1,1:12);
for aaa=1:s
child2_17(1,aaa)=transportation(child2_15(1,aaa+12),child2_16(1,aaa));
end
child2_18(1,1:12)=child2_7(1,1:12);
child2=[child2_1 child2_2 child2_3 child2_4 child2_5 child2_6 child2_7
child2_8 child2_9 child2_10 child2_11 child2_12 child2_13 child2_14 child2_15
child2_16 child2_17 child2_18];
children([counter counter+1],:)=[child1;child2];
counter=counter+2;
end
clearvars children_red
child=[children(1,1:12);children(1,13:24);children(1,25:36);children(1,37:48);child
ren(1,49:60);children(1,61:72);children(1,73:84);children(1,85:96);children(1,97:10
8);children(1,109:120);children(1,121:132);children(1,133:144);children(1,145:156);
children(1,157:168);children(1,169:180);children(1,181:192);children(1,193:204);chi
ldren(1,205:216);children(1,217:228);children(1,229:240);children(1,241:252);childr
en(1,253:264);children(1,265:276)];
children_red(1:popsize,:)=children(1:popsize,:);
%%mutation 1%
mutation_perc=ceil(mutation*size(children_red,1));
if mutation_perc>1
row_mutation(1,1)=1+round((popsize-1)*rand(1,1));
else
row_mutation(1,size(mutation_perc,2))=1+round((popsize1)*rand(1,mutation_perc));
end
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places=randperm(12);
for bbb=1:size(row_mutation,2)
mutated_child(1,:)=children_red(row_mutation(1,bbb),:);
mutatedchild1_1(1,1:36)=mutated_child(1,1:36);
places_switch(1,1:2)=places(1,1:2);
mutatedchild1_2(1,1:12)=mutated_child(1,37:48);
mutatedchild1_2(1,[places_switch(1,1)
places_switch(1,2)])=mutatedchild1_2(1,[places_switch(1,2) places_switch(1,1)]);
mutatedchild1_3(1,1:12)=mutated_child(1,49:60);
for ccc=1:s
mutatedchild1_4(1,ccc)=2*0.01*mutatedchild1_2(1,ccc);
end
mutatedchild1_5(1,1:12)=mutated_child(1,73:84);
mutatedchild1_5(1,[places_switch(1,1)
places_switch(1,2)])=mutatedchild1_5(1,[places_switch(1,2) places_switch(1,1)]);
mutatedchild1_6(1,1:12)=mutatedchild1_5(1,1:12);
mutatedchild1_7(1,1:12)=mutatedchild1_4(1,1:12);
mutatedchild1_8(1,1:36)=mutated_child(1,109:144);
mutatedchild1_9(1,1:12)=mutated_child(1,145:156);
mutatedchild1_9(1,[places_switch(1,1)
places_switch(1,2)])=mutatedchild1_9(1,[places_switch(1,2) places_switch(1,1)]);
for ddd=1:s
if mutatedchild1_9(1,ddd)==0
mutatedchild1_10(1,ddd)=0;
else
mutatedchild1_10(1,ddd)=15+round(2*rand(1,1));
end
end
for eee=1:s
if mutatedchild1_10(1,eee)==0
mutatedchild1_11(1,eee)=0;
else
mutatedchild1_11(1,eee)=transportation(mutatedchild1_8(1,eee+24),mutatedchild1_10(1
,eee));
end
end
mutatedchild1_12(1,1:12)=mutated_child(1,181:192);
for fff=1:s
if mutatedchild1_9(1,fff)==0
mutatedchild1_13(1,fff)=transportation(mutatedchild1_8(1,fff+24),mutatedchild1_12(1
,fff));
else
mutatedchild1_13(1,fff)=transportation(mutatedchild1_10(1,fff),mutatedchild1_12(1,f
ff));
end
end
mutatedchild1_14(1,1:12)=mutatedchild1_2(1,1:12);
mutatedchild1_15(1,1:24)=mutated_child(1,217:240);
mutatedchild1_16(1,1:12)=mutatedchild1_6(1,1:12);
for ggg=1:s
mutatedchild1_17(1,ggg)=transportation(mutatedchild1_15(1,ggg+12),mutatedchild1_16(
1,ggg));
end
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mutatedchild1_18(1,1:12)=mutatedchild1_7(1,1:12);
mutatedchild1=[mutatedchild1_1 mutatedchild1_2 mutatedchild1_3
mutatedchild1_4 mutatedchild1_5 mutatedchild1_6 mutatedchild1_7 mutatedchild1_8
mutatedchild1_9 mutatedchild1_10 mutatedchild1_11 mutatedchild1_12 mutatedchild1_13
mutatedchild1_14 mutatedchild1_15 mutatedchild1_16 mutatedchild1_17
mutatedchild1_18];
end
children_red(row_mutation(1,1),:)=mutatedchild1(1,:);
suma_residue(1,1)=sum(children_red(popsize,61:72));
best_profit(hhh,1)=profit_sort(1,1);
best_profit2=[best_profit1;best_profit];
for ggh=1:popsize
for gghh=1:s
if
children_red(ggh,gghh)==3||children_red(ggh,gghh)==4||children_red(ggh,gghh)==5||ch
ildren_red(ggh,gghh)==6
children_red(ggh,144+gghh)=0;
end
end
end
if hhh==98
chrom12=children_red;
end
clearvars aaa bbb ccc child child1 child1_1 child1_10 child1_11 child1_12
child1_13 child1_14 child1_15 child1_16 child1_17 child1_18 child1_2 child1_3
child1_4 child1_5 child1_6 child1_7
clearvars child1_8 child1_9 child2 child2_1 child2_10 child2_11 child2_12
child2_13 child2_14 child2_15 child2_16 child2_17 child2_18 child2_2 child2_3
child2_4 child2_5 child2_6 child2_7
clearvars child2_8 child2_9 children chrom1 chrom2 chrom3 counter dd ddd ee eee
fff gg ggg hh ii in_bio in_bio_sum int_warehouse int_warehouse_sum is2 jj kk
clearvars ll mm mutated_child mutatedchild1 mutatedchild1_1 mutatedchild1_11
mutatedchild1_12 mutatedchild1_13 mutatedchild1_14 mutatedchild1_15
mutatedchild1_16 mutatedchild1_17 mutatedchild1_18
clearvars mutatedchild1_2 mutatedchild1_3 mutatedchild1_4 mutatedchild1_5
mutatedchild1_6 mutatedchild1_7 mutatedchild1_8 mutatedchild1_9 mutation_perc nn
number_units oo
clearvars order places places_switch pop2 population pp profit profit_sort qq
rank_perc red_pop residue_sum row_mutation rr ss sum_tons1 sum_tons_final1 suma1
switchgrass1
clearvars total_processed transported1 transported2 transported3 transported4
transported5 transported6 tt uu ww x xx yy zz
end
plot(best_profit2)
title('Evolution with each Generation');
xlabel('Generation');
ylabel('Profit');
toc
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Appendix B: Matlab Code for Particle Swarm Optimization
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clear
clc
months=1:12;
transportation=[0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
swarmsize=125;
alpha=.8;
beta=.95;
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1
2
1
0
0
0];

iterations=275;
c1=1;
for particle=1:swarmsize
while c1(:,:)<2
tons=randi([30000,120000],1,12);
sum_tons=sum(tons);
if sum_tons(1,1)>2100000
%
constraint=0
c1(1,1)=1;
else
%
constraint=1
c1(1,1)=2;
end
end
c=size(months,2);
for a=1:c
if months(1,a)==3||months(1,a)==4||months(1,a)==5||months(1,a)==6
btype(1,a)=randi([2,3],1,1);
else
btype(1,a)=1;
end
end
d=randperm(10);
e=1;
for b=1:c
if btype(1,b)==1
forigin(1,b)=d(e);
e=e+1;
elseif btype(1,b)==2
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forigin(1,b)=randi([11,12],1,1);
else
forigin(1,b)=randi([13,14],1,1);
end
end
tons_resi(:,1:c)=2.*.01.*tons(:,1:c);
field_res=randi([1,10],1,12);
intermediate_warehouse=[0 15 16 17];
biorefinery=[20 20 20 20];
for h=1:c
for g=1:4
if g==1||h==3||h==4||h==5||h==6
trans_type1(1,g)=0;
trans_type2(1,g)=transportation(forigin(1,h),biorefinery(1,g));
else
trans_type1(1,g)=transportation(forigin(1,h),intermediate_warehouse(1,g));
trans_type2(1,g)=transportation(intermediate_warehouse(1,g),biorefinery(1,g));
end
trans_typeresi(1,g)=transportation(biorefinery(1,g),field_res(1,h));
end
if h==1
month1=[intermediate_warehouse; trans_type1; trans_type2; trans_typeresi];
elseif h==2
month2=[intermediate_warehouse; trans_type1; trans_type2; trans_typeresi];
elseif h==3
month3=[intermediate_warehouse; trans_type1; trans_type2; trans_typeresi];
elseif h==4
month4=[intermediate_warehouse; trans_type1; trans_type2; trans_typeresi];
elseif h==5
month5=[intermediate_warehouse; trans_type1; trans_type2; trans_typeresi];
elseif h==6
month6=[intermediate_warehouse; trans_type1; trans_type2; trans_typeresi];
elseif h==7
month7=[intermediate_warehouse; trans_type1; trans_type2; trans_typeresi];
elseif h==8
month8=[intermediate_warehouse; trans_type1; trans_type2; trans_typeresi];
elseif h==9
month9=[intermediate_warehouse; trans_type1; trans_type2; trans_typeresi];
elseif h==10
month10=[intermediate_warehouse; trans_type1; trans_type2; trans_typeresi];
elseif h==11
month11=[intermediate_warehouse; trans_type1; trans_type2; trans_typeresi];
else
month12=[intermediate_warehouse; trans_type1; trans_type2; trans_typeresi];
end
end
transportation_month(1:4,1:(4*c))=[month1(:,:), month2(:,:), month3(:,:),
month4(:,:), month5(:,:), month6(:,:), month7(:,:), month8(:,:), month9(:,:),
month10(:,:), month11(:,:), month12(:,:)];
l=1;
path(particle,1:12)=randperm(12);
ll=1;
for r=1:c
if
path(particle,r)==1||path(particle,r)==5||path(particle,r)==9||r==3||r==4||r==5||r=
=6
transportation_year(:,r)=transportation_month(:,ll);
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elseif path(particle,r)==2||path(particle,r)==6||path(particle,r)==10
transportation_year(:,r)=transportation_month(:,ll+1);
elseif path(particle,r)==3||path(particle,r)==7||path(particle,r)==11
transportation_year(:,r)=transportation_month(:,ll+2);
else
transportation_year(:,r)=transportation_month(:,ll+3);
end
ll=ll+4;
end
for f=1:c
if btype(1,f)==1
switchgrass(1,f)=tons(1,f);
stalk_straw(1,f)=0;
else
switchgrass(1,f)=0;
stalk_straw(1,f)=tons(1,f);
end
end
processing_cost=50*2*sum(tons);
purchasing_cost=50*2*sum(switchgrass)+35*2*sum(stalk_straw);
for g=1:c
if tons(1,g)>60000
tons_q(1,g)=0;
else
tons_q(1,g)=tons(1,g);
end
end
for gg=1:c
if transportation_year(1,gg)==0
tons_wareh(1,gg)=0;
else
tons_wareh(1,gg)=tons(1,gg);
end
end
num_ware=size(find(tons_q==0),2);
inventory_cost=2*sum(tons_resi)+2*2*60000*num_ware+2*2*sum(tons_q)+2*2*sum(tons_war
eh);
for ggg=1:c
if transportation_year(2,ggg)==1
tons_truck_iw(1,ggg)=tons(1,ggg);
else
tons_truck_iw(1,ggg)=0;
end
if transportation_year(3,ggg)==1
tons_truck_tobio(1,ggg)=tons(1,ggg);
else
tons_truck_tobio(1,ggg)=0;
end
if transportation_year(4,ggg)==1
tons_truck_resi(1,ggg)=tons_resi(1,ggg);
else
tons_truck_resi(1,ggg)=0;
end
end
transportation_truck=0.4*2*sum(tons_truck_iw)+0.4*2*sum(tons_truck_tobio)+0.4*sum(t
ons_truck_resi);
for ggg=1:c
if transportation_year(2,ggg)==2
tons_train_iw(1,ggg)=tons(1,ggg);
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else
tons_train_iw(1,ggg)=0;
end
if transportation_year(3,ggg)==2
tons_train_tobio(1,ggg)=tons(1,ggg);
else
tons_train_tobio(1,ggg)=0;
end
if transportation_year(4,ggg)==2
tons_train_resi(1,ggg)=tons_resi(1,ggg);
else
tons_train_resi(1,ggg)=0;
end
end
transportation_train=0.04*2*sum(tons_train_iw)+0.04*2*sum(tons_train_tobio)+0.04*su
m(tons_train_resi);
operating_cost=60000*num_ware+30000*12*2+20000000;
number_units=ceil(sum(switchgrass).*2./8./7200);
cost_hu=580000.*number_units;
revenue=1.8*90*2*sum(tons);
profit(particle,1)=revenue-processing_cost-purchasing_cost-inventory_costtransportation_truck-transportation_train-operating_cost-cost_hu;
cost_matrix=[processing_cost;purchasing_cost;inventory_cost;transportation_truck;tr
ansportation_train;operating_cost;cost_hu;revenue;profit];
vi(particle,1:12)=randperm(12);
end
best_profit=max(profit);
best_particle=find(profit==best_profit);
g_best=path(best_particle,:);
for k=1:swarmsize
o=1;
new_xi=path(k,:);
for j=1:c
if g_best(1,j)~=new_xi(1,j)
pos_xi=find(new_xi(1,:)==g_best(1,j));
gbest_xi(k,[o o+1])=[j pos_xi];
new_xi(1,[gbest_xi(k,o) gbest_xi(k,o+1)])=new_xi(1,[gbest_xi(k,o+1)
gbest_xi(k,o)]);
o=o+2;
else
gbest_xi(k,[o o+1])=[0 0];
o=o+2;
end
end
end
for k=1:swarmsize
gbest_xi_zeros=gbest_xi(k,:);
gbest_xi_zeros(gbest_xi_zeros==0)=[] ;
is=isempty(gbest_xi_zeros);
if is==1
pairs(k,1)=0;
else
pairs(k,1)=ceil(beta*size(gbest_xi_zeros,2)/2);
end
end
for k=1:swarmsize
gbest_xi_zeros=gbest_xi(k,:);
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gbest_xi_zeros(gbest_xi_zeros==0)=[];
is=isempty(gbest_xi_zeros);
if is==1
beta_gbest_xi(k,1:16)=zeros(1,16);
else
v=[1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23];
s=length(gbest_xi_zeros)/2;
v=v(1,1:s);
shuffle=v(randperm(length(v)));
no_pairs(k,1:pairs(k,1))=shuffle(1,1:pairs(k,1));
q=1;
for w=1:pairs(k,1)
beta_gbest_xi(k,[q q+1])=[gbest_xi_zeros(1,no_pairs(k,w))
gbest_xi_zeros(1,no_pairs(k,w)+1)];
q=q+2;
end
end
end
viprime=[vi beta_gbest_xi];
xiprime=path;
for k=1:swarmsize
viprime_zeros=viprime(k,:);
viprime_zeros(viprime_zeros==0)=[];
f=1;
for d=1:(length(viprime_zeros)/2)
xiprime(k,[viprime_zeros(1,f)
viprime_zeros(1,f+1)])=xiprime(k,[viprime_zeros(1,f+1) viprime_zeros(1,f)]);
f=f+2;
end
end
for k=1:swarmsize
o=1;
new_vi=path(k,:);
for j=1:c
if xiprime(k,j)~=new_vi(1,j)
pos_vi=find(new_vi(1,:)==xiprime(k,j));
xiprime_xi(k,[o o+1])=[j pos_vi];
new_vi(1,[xiprime_xi(k,o)
xiprime_xi(k,o+1)])=new_vi(1,[xiprime_xi(k,o+1) xiprime_xi(k,o)]);
o=o+2;
else
xiprime_xi(k,[o o+1])=[0 0];
o=o+2;
end
end
end
pbest=path;
pbest_profit=profit;
bestprofit1=best_profit;
clearvars -except bestprofit1 swarmsize pbest pbest_profit
months transportation alpha beta iterations
%2nd iteration
tons_final=[];
tons_resi_all=[];
paths_profit_all=[];
best_option_cost_all=[];
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xiprime_xi xiprime

forigin_all=[];
transportation_month_all=[];
counter2=0;
for hh=1:iterations-1
c1=1;
counter1=0;
for particle=1:swarmsize
while c1(:,:)<2
tons=randi([30000,120000],1,12);
sum_tons=sum(tons);
if sum_tons(1,1)>2100000
%
constraint=0
c1(1,1)=1;
else
%
constraint=1
c1(1,1)=2;
end
end
c=size(months,2);
for a=1:c
if months(1,a)==3||months(1,a)==4||months(1,a)==5||months(1,a)==6
btype(1,a)=randi([2,3],1,1);
else
btype(1,a)=1;
end
end
d=randperm(10);
e=1;
for b=1:c
if btype(1,b)==1
forigin(1,b)=d(e);
e=e+1;
elseif btype(1,b)==2
forigin(1,b)=randi([11,12],1,1);
else
forigin(1,b)=randi([13,14],1,1);
end
end
tons_resi(:,1:c)=2.*.01.*tons(:,1:c);
field_res=randi([1,10],1,12);
intermediate_warehouse=[0 15 16 17];
biorefinery=[20 20 20 20];
for h=1:c
for g=1:4
if g==1||h==3||h==4||h==5||h==6
trans_type1(1,g)=0;
trans_type2(1,g)=transportation(forigin(1,h),biorefinery(1,g));
else
trans_type1(1,g)=transportation(forigin(1,h),intermediate_warehouse(1,g));
trans_type2(1,g)=transportation(intermediate_warehouse(1,g),biorefinery(1,g));
end
trans_typeresi(1,g)=transportation(biorefinery(1,g),field_res(1,h));
end
if h==1
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month1=[intermediate_warehouse; trans_type1; trans_type2;
trans_typeresi];
elseif h==2
month2=[intermediate_warehouse; trans_type1; trans_type2;
trans_typeresi];
elseif h==3
month3=[intermediate_warehouse; trans_type1; trans_type2;
trans_typeresi];
elseif h==4
month4=[intermediate_warehouse; trans_type1; trans_type2;
trans_typeresi];
elseif h==5
month5=[intermediate_warehouse; trans_type1; trans_type2;
trans_typeresi];
elseif h==6
month6=[intermediate_warehouse; trans_type1; trans_type2;
trans_typeresi];
elseif h==7
month7=[intermediate_warehouse; trans_type1; trans_type2;
trans_typeresi];
elseif h==8
month8=[intermediate_warehouse; trans_type1; trans_type2;
trans_typeresi];
elseif h==9
month9=[intermediate_warehouse; trans_type1; trans_type2;
trans_typeresi];
elseif h==10
month10=[intermediate_warehouse; trans_type1; trans_type2;
trans_typeresi];
elseif h==11
month11=[intermediate_warehouse; trans_type1; trans_type2;
trans_typeresi];
else
month12=[intermediate_warehouse; trans_type1; trans_type2;
trans_typeresi];
end
end
transportation_month(1:4,1:(4*c))=[month1(:,:), month2(:,:), month3(:,:),
month4(:,:), month5(:,:), month6(:,:), month7(:,:), month8(:,:), month9(:,:),
month10(:,:), month11(:,:), month12(:,:)];
l=1;
path(particle,1:12)=xiprime(particle,:);
% path(particle,1:12)=randperm(12);
ll=1;
for r=1:c
if
path(particle,r)==1||path(particle,r)==5||path(particle,r)==9||r==3||r==4||r==5||r=
=6
transportation_year(:,r)=transportation_month(:,ll);
elseif path(particle,r)==2||path(particle,r)==6||path(particle,r)==10
transportation_year(:,r)=transportation_month(:,ll+1);
elseif path(particle,r)==3||path(particle,r)==7||path(particle,r)==11
transportation_year(:,r)=transportation_month(:,ll+2);
else
transportation_year(:,r)=transportation_month(:,ll+3);
end
ll=ll+4;
end
for f=1:c
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if btype(1,f)==1
switchgrass(1,f)=tons(1,f);
stalk_straw(1,f)=0;
else
switchgrass(1,f)=0;
stalk_straw(1,f)=tons(1,f);
end
end
processing_cost=50*2*sum(tons);
purchasing_cost=50*2*sum(switchgrass)+35*2*sum(stalk_straw);
for g=1:c
if tons(1,g)>60000
tons_q(1,g)=0;
else
tons_q(1,g)=tons(1,g);
end
end
for gg=1:c
if transportation_year(1,gg)==0
tons_wareh(1,gg)=0;
else
tons_wareh(1,gg)=tons(1,gg);
end
end
num_ware=size(find(tons_q==0),2);
inventory_cost=2*sum(tons_resi)+2*2*60000*num_ware+2*2*sum(tons_q)+2*2*sum(tons_war
eh);
for ggg=1:c
if transportation_year(2,ggg)==1
tons_truck_iw(1,ggg)=tons(1,ggg);
else
tons_truck_iw(1,ggg)=0;
end
if transportation_year(3,ggg)==1
tons_truck_tobio(1,ggg)=tons(1,ggg);
else
tons_truck_tobio(1,ggg)=0;
end
if transportation_year(4,ggg)==1
tons_truck_resi(1,ggg)=tons_resi(1,ggg);
else
tons_truck_resi(1,ggg)=0;
end
end
transportation_truck=0.4*2*sum(tons_truck_iw)+0.4*2*sum(tons_truck_tobio)+0.4*sum(t
ons_truck_resi);
for ggg=1:c
if transportation_year(2,ggg)==2
tons_train_iw(1,ggg)=tons(1,ggg);
else
tons_train_iw(1,ggg)=0;
end
if transportation_year(3,ggg)==2
tons_train_tobio(1,ggg)=tons(1,ggg);
else
tons_train_tobio(1,ggg)=0;
end
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if transportation_year(4,ggg)==2
tons_train_resi(1,ggg)=tons_resi(1,ggg);
else
tons_train_resi(1,ggg)=0;
end
end
for hg=1:c
if transportation_year(2,hg)==1||transportation_year(2,hg)==2
no_warehouses(1,hg)=1;
else
no_warehouses(1,hg)=0;
end
end
total_warehouses=sum(no_warehouses);
transportation_train=0.04*2*sum(tons_train_iw)+0.04*2*sum(tons_train_tobio)+0.04*su
m(tons_train_resi);
operating_cost=60000*total_warehouses+30000*12*2+20000000;
number_units=ceil(sum(switchgrass).*2./8./7200);
cost_hu=580000.*number_units;
revenue=1.8*90*2*sum(tons);
profit(particle,1)=revenue-processing_cost-purchasing_cost-inventory_costtransportation_truck-transportation_train-operating_cost-cost_hu;
cost_matrix=[processing_cost;purchasing_cost;inventory_cost;transportation_truck;tr
ansportation_train;operating_cost;cost_hu;revenue;profit(particle,1)];
vi(particle,:)=xiprime_xi(particle,:);
revenue1(particle,1)=revenue;
for iii=1:4
total_trans(counter1+iii,:)=transportation_year(iii,:);
end
counter1=counter1+4;
tonsf(particle,:)=tons(:,:);
end
for g=1:swarmsize
if pbest_profit(g,1)>profit(g,1)
pbest(g,1:12)=pbest(g,1:12);
pbest_profit(g,1)=pbest_profit(g,1);
else
pbest(g,1:12)=path(g,1:12);
pbest_profit(g,1)=profit(g,1);
end
end
best_profit=max(pbest_profit);
bestprofit2(hh,1)=best_profit;
best_particle=find(pbest_profit==best_profit);
best_particle1=pbest(best_particle,:);
best_particles(hh,:)=best_particle1;
g_best=pbest(best_particle,:);
best_tons(hh,:)=tonsf(best_particle,:);
best_revenue(hh,:)=revenue1(best_particle,:);
best_transp([counter2+1, counter2+2, counter2+3,
counter2+4],:)=total_trans([((best_particle*4)-3) ((best_particle*4)-2)
((best_particle*4)-1) (best_particle*4)],:);
counter2=counter2+4;
for k=1:swarmsize
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o=1;
new_xi=path(k,:);
for j=1:c
if pbest(k,j)~=new_xi(1,j);
pos_xi=find(new_xi(1,:)==pbest(k,j));
pbest_xi(k,[o o+1])=[j pos_xi];
new_xi(1,[pbest_xi(k,o) pbest_xi(k,o+1)])=new_xi(1,[pbest_xi(k,o+1)
pbest_xi(k,o)]);
o=o+2;
else
pbest_xi(k,[o o+1])=[0 0];
o=o+2;
end
end
end
for k=1:swarmsize
o=1;
new_xi=path(k,:);
for j=1:c
if g_best(1,j)~=new_xi(1,j)
pos_xi=find(new_xi(1,:)==g_best(1,j));
gbest_xi(k,[o o+1])=[j pos_xi];
new_xi(1,[gbest_xi(k,o) gbest_xi(k,o+1)])=new_xi(1,[gbest_xi(k,o+1)
gbest_xi(k,o)]);
o=o+2;
else
gbest_xi(k,[o o+1])=[0 0];
o=o+2;
end
end
end
for k=1:swarmsize
pbest_xi_zeros=pbest_xi(k,:);
pbest_xi_zeros(pbest_xi_zeros==0)=[] ;
is=isempty(pbest_xi_zeros);
if is==1
pairs1(k,1)=0;
else
pairs1(k,1)=ceil(alpha*size(pbest_xi_zeros,2)/2);
end
end
for k=1:swarmsize
gbest_xi_zeros=gbest_xi(k,:);
gbest_xi_zeros(gbest_xi_zeros==0)=[] ;
is=isempty(gbest_xi_zeros);
if is==1
pairs(k,1)=0;
else
pairs(k,1)=ceil(beta*size(gbest_xi_zeros,2)/2);
end
end
for k=1:swarmsize
pbest_xi_zeros=pbest_xi(k,:);
pbest_xi_zeros(pbest_xi_zeros==0)=[];
is=isempty(pbest_xi_zeros);
if is==1
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alpha_pbest_xi(k,1:16)=zeros(1,16);
else
v=[1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23];
s=length(pbest_xi_zeros)/2;
v=v(1,1:s);
shuffle=v(randperm(length(v)));
no_pairs1(k,1:pairs1(k,1))=shuffle(1,1:pairs1(k,1));
q=1;
for w=1:pairs1(k,1)
alpha_pbest_xi(k,[q q+1])=[pbest_xi_zeros(1,no_pairs1(k,w))
pbest_xi_zeros(1,no_pairs1(k,w)+1)];
q=q+2;
end
end
end
for k=1:swarmsize
gbest_xi_zeros=gbest_xi(k,:);
gbest_xi_zeros(gbest_xi_zeros==0)=[];
is=isempty(gbest_xi_zeros);
if is==1
beta_gbest_xi(k,1:16)=zeros(1,16);
else
v=[1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23];
s=length(gbest_xi_zeros)/2;
v=v(1,1:s);
shuffle=v(randperm(length(v)));
no_pairs(k,1:pairs(k,1))=shuffle(1,1:pairs(k,1));
q=1;
for w=1:pairs(k,1)
beta_gbest_xi(k,[q q+1])=[gbest_xi_zeros(1,no_pairs(k,w))
gbest_xi_zeros(1,no_pairs(k,w)+1)];
q=q+2;
end
end
end
viprime=[vi alpha_pbest_xi beta_gbest_xi];
xiprime=path;
for k=1:swarmsize
viprime_zeros=viprime(k,:);
viprime_zeros(viprime_zeros==0)=[];
f=1;
for d=1:(length(viprime_zeros)/2)
xiprime(k,[viprime_zeros(1,f)
viprime_zeros(1,f+1)])=xiprime(k,[viprime_zeros(1,f+1) viprime_zeros(1,f)]);
f=f+2;
end
end
clearvars xiprime_xi
for k=1:swarmsize
o=1;
new_vi=path(k,:);
for j=1:c
if xiprime(k,j)~=new_vi(1,j)
pos_vi=find(new_vi(1,:)==xiprime(k,j));
xiprime_xi(k,[o o+1])=[j pos_vi];
new_vi(1,[xiprime_xi(k,o)
xiprime_xi(k,o+1)])=new_vi(1,[xiprime_xi(k,o+1) xiprime_xi(k,o)]);
o=o+2;
else
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xiprime_xi(k,[o o+1])=[0 0];
o=o+2;
end
end
new_vi1(k,:)=new_vi(1,:);
end
paths_profit=[path profit];
tons_final=[tons_final;tons];
paths_profit_all=[paths_profit_all;paths_profit];
best_option_cost_all=[best_option_cost_all;cost_matrix];
forigin_all=[forigin_all;forigin];
transportation_month_all=[transportation_month_all;transportation_year];
clearvars -except best_revenue best_tons counter2 best_transp best_particles
forigin_all transportation_month_all paths_profit tons_final paths_profit_all
best_option_cost_all swarmsize bestprofit2 bestprofit1 pbest pbest_profit
xiprime_xi xiprime months transportation alpha beta iterations
end
bestprofit3=[bestprofit1;bestprofit2];
plot(bestprofit3)
title('Evolution with each Generation');
xlabel('Generation');
ylabel('Profit');
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